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Introduction

This unit, which is called “Finance”, is intended to describe the finantial operati-
ons involved in business transactions, including those in an international context.

This section called “Globalization” gives us a definition of this term, and
introduces us to the economic globalized world and the making of the G20. Next,
there is a text explaining how cultural differences influence international relations.
Following this, there is a text about Marketing, with special focus on the use of
social media for this purpose. In the “Language in use” section, you will see useful
vocabulary and phrases to describe graphics and trends. After this, there are two
examples of formal conversations.

The section called “Communication” introduces the topics of greetings and
introductions, two basic aspects of the oral English which are present in most
business conversations. You will learn different expressions to greet and introduce
people and the contexts in which these expressions are used.

On the other hand, the grammar in this section introduces the present tenses. You
are going to learn about the forms and the use the two present tenses: the present
simple and the present continuous.

In the second section of the unit, which is called “Banking”, you can read
about the cost of living in the UK, with the detailed figures for each household
expenditure. In this section you will also learn new vocabulary and some facts
related to banks. In the “Language in use” section there are two examples of
conversations taking place in a bank.

In the section “Communication”, we continue the study of aspects related to the
oral English. On this occasion, you will learn about the expressions commonly
used in telephone conversations and the type of language and attitude necessary
to make a speech or a presentation, and to negotiate with other people.

The grammar section introduces the past tenses and explains the forms and use of
the past simple and the past continuous forms, with a special chapter devoted to
explain the difference in use between both tenses.

The section “Logistics” explains the how different pieces of the network intercon-
nect to attain the final goal of transporting any goods from the point of origin in
any country to their final destination. We will learn vocabulary related to transport
and modes of transport, read about incoterms and packaging. Finally, we will meet
Gary Clerk,from Los Angeles, who moved to England and works for an English
logistics company.

The “Communication” section deals with different issues related to the English
language which can help you improve your writing skills. You will learn about
the words which are used as verbs and nouns, about the ‘false friends’, about the
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phrasal verbs, about the use of prefixes and suffixes, and about the easily confused
words, which cause so many mistakes.

Finally, the grammar section continues the study of the past tenses with an
overview of the present and past perfect tenses, with a special chapter about
the difference between the past simple and the present perfect, which are often
confused.
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Learning objectives

At the end of this unit, you should be able to:

1. Understand oral messages in standard language through any means of commu-
nication, both in daily life situations and in the professional field of administration
and finance, and understand the contents of the message accurately.

• Identify the main idea in a message.

• Identify the finality of oral messages in standard language as wellas the tone
and feelinfs of the speaker.

• Get information from recorded messages in standard language related to the
professional field of administration and finance.

• Identify the points of view and attitude of the speaker.

• Identify the main ideas in a speech in standard language and at normal speed
about specific and abstract issues related to the field of administration and
finance.

• Understand the details of a message in standard language, even with
background noises.

• Identify the main ideas in a speeches, reports and professional presentations
related to the field of administration and finance.

• Be conscious of the importance of understanding a message as a whole, even
if you don’t understand all the words.

2. Understand complex written texts related to the field of administration and
finance and analize the contents comprehensively.

• Read a text with a high degree of autonomy, adapting the style and speed of
the reading to different types of text and objectives.

• Read the details of long and relatively complex texts related to the field of
administration and finance.

• Relate the text to its corresponding context.

• Quickly identify the contents and importanceof pieces of news, articles and
reportsrelated to the field of administration and finance and decide whether
a deeper analysis is necessary.

• Translate complex texts related to the field of administration and finance
using reference materials, if necessary.
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• Interpret technical messages in different means: post, fax and email, among
others.

• Interpret longand complexinstructions related to the professional field.

• Choose reference material and technical dictionaries and use automatic
translators.

3. Produce clear, well-organized oral messages frequently used in jobs related
to the field of administration and finance and analize the context of the situation,
adapting yourself to the other’s linguistic register.

• Identify the registers used in oral messages.

• Express yourself fluently,accurately and efficiently ina great variety of
professional and daily life situations, clearly establishing the relationship
between the different ideas.

• Express yourself spontaneously with the appropriate degree of formality
according to the situation.

• Use the appropriate protocol in formal and informal introductions.

• Make a correct use of the technical words related to the field ofadministra-
tion and finance as normally used in your profession.

• Express and defend your points of view clearly by using the appropriate
explanations and reasoning.

• Describe the steps in a process related to your professional field.

• Explain the choice of a specific option in detail.

• Require the repetition of a speech or part of a speech when necessary.

• Apply the appropriate interaction formulas normally used in your professi-
onal field.

4. Write texts normally used at work and in the daily life and use the appropriate
register for each situation.

• Write clear, detailed texts about a variety of issues related to the professional
field, summarizing and considering the information from different sources.

• Organize the information correctly, accurately and coherently and ask for
and/or give general and detailed information.

• Write reports related to the professional field pointing out the relevant
aspects and giving details to support your points.

• Fill in documents related to the professional field.

• Apply the standard rules and the specific vocabulary used to fill in adminis-
trative, accounting, fiscal and financial documents.
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• Summarize articles, pieces of news and other types of information related
to the professional field using a great variety of words to avoid frequent
repetitions.

• Understand the most important points in manuals, regulations, legislations
and other written texts as normally used in the field of administration and
finance.

• Use the appropriate protocol rules that apply to a specific document.

5. Show the appropriate attitude and behaviour in communicative situations as
established by international conventions.

• Define the most distinctive aspects of the customs of your professional field
in the use of a foreign language.

• Describe the social conventions of the English-speaking countries.

• Identify the values and beliefs which are characteristic of English-speaking
countries.

• Apply the social conventions in English-speaking communities.

• Identify the language traits of different regions.
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1. Globalization

Globalization is a worldwide movement towards social, economical and commu-
nications integration. In 2000, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) identified
four basic aspects of globalization: trade and transactions, capital and investment
movements, migration and movement of people, and the dissemination of know-
ledge.

In the economic sphere, we see the increasing economic interdependence of
national economies across the world through a rapid increase in cross-border
movement of goods, services, technology, and capital. Globalization is having
an impact on the world economies. In 1999, following the 1997 Asian financial
crisis, finance ministers and central bank governors from a group of seven major
economies proposed the stablishment of a new mechanism for dialogue on key
economic and financial issues. Their aim was to promote cooperation to achieve
stable and sustainable world economic growth that benefits all.

Nowadays the G20 stands for the group of 20 major economies in the world. Its
members are: Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, France, Germany,
India, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, the Republic of Korea, Mexico, Russia, Saudi
Arabia, South Africa, Turkey, the United Kingdom, the United States, and the
European Union. Together they comprise ‘around 85 per cent of global gross
domestic product (GDP), over 75 per cent of global trade, and two thirds of the
world’s population’.

1.1 Cultural differences

The phenomenon of globalization implies contacts with people from other coun-
tries. The improvement in the cost and quality of the means of transport and
the great technological advances in the communications make those contacts very
easy, but the great diversity of customs and points of view demands flexibility and
awareness of our similarities and differences with other cultures. These differences
are very obvious in general areas such as language, values, etiquette, behaviour and
non-verbal communication in general.

One gesture; four different meanings

Our success in today’s global economy very often depends on our ability to esta-
blish international relations. Cultural differences may create misunderstandings
which can seriously affect our performance at work. For this reason, being cultu-
rally competent will help us avoid embarrasing moments and cultural blunders.
Cultural competence implies having a certain knowledge of the language, the
religion, the politics, the history, the gender roles, the business ethics, the social
institutions, the humour, the values and the non-verbal communication which are
prevalent in other countries or other cultures.
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As language is the basic means of communication, the most important thing to be
successful in international relationships is the knowledge of a foreign language.
English has become the international language for business. Therefore, it is
essential to have a good knowledge of English in order to establish profitable
contacts with other countries. International business interactions are sometimes
filled with cultural mistakes and poor translations that give a very poor impression
of a company or institution, so you should try to avoid such mistakes.

The English appreciate polite language. Words like ‘please’ and ‘thank you’ are
more frequently used than in other languages. When we make a request, it is
almost obligatory to say ‘please’. In English, the difference between formal and
informal language is greater than in other languages, so you must be careful to
choose the most appropriate form according to the person you are talking to. For
example, if you are addressing a superior at work, or an older person that you do
not know well, you should always make requests by using the polite form with
‘would’: would you like a coffee?, would you mind sitting down?, would you mind
if I smoke?, etc. If you are ever late to a meeting or an appointment, you must
apologise and add the reason for being late. For example, you can say: I’m really
sorry I’m late. I couldn’t find a taxi.

Apart from speaking a foreign language, it is also necessary to be aware of the
differences in behaviour and values of other people. We should know that things
which are acceptable in our country may not be acceptable in other countries.
For example, in Anglo-Saxon cultures, kissing a woman in a first meeting is not
considered proper, so we must shake hands instead. Touching someone while
speaking is also considered very rude, so during a conversation we must keep
a distance with the other person and avoid physical contact. We should not ask
personal questions to someone that we have just met because this is regarded as
an intolerable interference into one’s personal life. However, we can safely talk
about the weather, which is England’s favourite topic for conversation.

These few examples apply to the Anglo-Saxon culture, which is the dominant
culture in the mass media today, so we are probably acquainted with the people’s
customs in countries like the USA or Great Britain. However, things are different
when we deal with Japanese, Chinese or Arab people because their cultures are
very different from our own culture and many of their customs are unkown to
us. When we try to make business contacts with people from those cultures, it is
necessary to be especially conscious of the cultural differences.

Taula 1.1. Vocabulary

Apologise (v): disculpar-se Global economy (n): economia global

Avoid (v): evitar Kiss (v): besar, fer un peto

Awareness (n): consicència Mass media (pl n): mitjans de comunicació de
masses

Be acquainted with (v): estar familiaritzat amb Misundertanding (n): malentès

Be conscious of (v): ser conscient de Non-vebal communication (n): comunicació
no-verbal

Be regarded as (v): ser considerat com Performance (n): rendiment

Behaviour (n): comportament Point of view (n): punt de vista
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Blunder (n): ridícul, ficada de pota Profitable (adj): profitós

Competent (adj): competent, apte Proper (adj): apropiat, adient

Custom (n): costum Rude (adj): maleducat

Embarrasing (adj): vergonyós, violent (una situació) Shake hands (v): donar la mà

Etiquette (n): etiqueta, convenció social Success (n): èxit

Flexibility (n): flexibilitat Successful (adj): reeixit, que té èxit

Foreign language (n): llengua estrangera Value (n): valor

Gender role (n): rol de gènere

1.2 Marketing

Marketing is about communicating the value of a product, service or brand to
customers or consumers for the purpose of promoting or selling it. The oldest,
simplest and most natural form of marketing is ‘word of mouth’ (WOM) marketing,
in which consumers share their experiences of a product, service or brand in
their communications with others. These communications can of course be either
positive or negative.

Most websites nowadays include a
set of the so called social buttons to
allow users easily share the contents
on the social networks. Source:
Niccolò Agnoletti

The main purpose of marketing is to increase product sales and therefore the profits
of the company.

Marketing techniques include choosing target markets through market analysis
and market segmentation, as well as understanding consumer behaviour and
advertising a product’s value to the customer.

Digital Marketing consists in using digital channels to promote or market products
and services to consumers and businesses. The key objective is to promote brands,
build preference and increase sales through various digital marketing techniques
which use the Internet as a promotional medium. Some methods of promotion
are text messaging, mobile instant messaging, mobile apps, podcasts, electronic
billboards, and the traditional TV and radio.

Most people use mobile devices such
as smartphones to interact with other
users in social nerworks. Font:
Maryland GovPics (flickr.com)

With digital media, consumers have access to information any time and any place
they want it. Consumers use multiple channels and a variety of digital devices.
They are no longer influenced by just what you say about your brand. In fact,
consumers are more likely to be influenced by what others say about your brand,
and they can easily find the information online, either through blogs, forums, or
especially on social media. Customer interaction is dynamic, so it makes it hard
for companies to manage digital marketing.

Social media is a tool that allows people to create, share or exchange information,
interests, photos and videos in virtual communities and networks. Social media
fosters communication. People communicate with their families and friends, share
experiences, look for a job or advertise themselves through different social media
sites such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram, Pinterest, etc.
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Each social network has its own personality and requires a different strategic
approach for a business to be successful on it. Let’s see some examples:

• Twitter enables users to send and read short 140-character messages called
“tweets”. It has over millions of active users that send millions of tweets per
day, so it has a lot of marketing potential. Brands can create their business
accounts in order to get in contact with Twitter users, who will prefer to
buy from brands they know and they trust. Twitter marketing services help
raise brand awareness by connecting current users with potential customers.
People who follow a brand on twitter are more likely to visit that company’s
website.

• LinkedIn is the social platform where professionals go to connect and
network. It offers businesses a chance to establish themselves as experts in
their industry by sharing content, joining group discussions, and connecting
with other professionals. In addition, businesses can post job applications
on this website to expand and add new talent.

• Facebook is the most popular social network in the world. Users create a
user profile and then add other users as friends. There they can exchange
messages, share photos or videos and receive notifications when others
update their profiles. There are millions of posts every minute. The platform
has adapted to the marketplace and created new ways to connect with users.
They have developed their successful platform, with Facebook Messenger,
and furthermore, they have acquired Instagram and WhatsApp. We can say
that Facebook understands the ever-changing dynamic of the technology-
driven world we live in. Most businesses have a Facebook page. Facebook
is an opportunity for businesses to connect with their followers, engage new
ones, and gain feedback for future projects.

• Google+ is as well a popular social network. It can help businesses connect
with their audience and also help them gain valuable credibility.

• Youtube is the top video sharing website in the world. With its search en-
gine, Youtube helps users to find the videos they need by writing keywords.
It gives businesses the opportunity to make their videos found. They can
advertise themselves through commercials, how-tos, “about us” videos, or
slideshows.

Believe it or not social media can contribute to success and growth in businesses.
Companies can get information about their audience and they can as well assess
their competitors.

Taula 1.2. Vocabulary

‘About us’ video (n): video amb informació sobre
una empresa o organització

Join (v): unir-se a, inscriure’s a, apuntar-se a

Account (n): compte Keyword (n): paraula clau

Advertise (v): anunciar, publicitar, fer propaganda Likely (adv): probablement

Approach (n): estratègia Manage (v): gestionar
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Assess (v): avaluar Market analysis (n): anàlisi de mercat

Be successful (v): tenir èxit Market segmentation (n): segmentació del mercat

Behaviour (n): comportament Marketing (n): publicitat, marketing

Billboard (n): panell Marketplace (n): mercat

Brand (n): marca (d’un producte) Network (n): xarxa

Brand awareness (n): consicència de marca,
coneixement d’una marca

Post (v): penjar, publicar (a la web)

Commercial (n): anunci publicitari Product (n): producte

Competitor (n): competidor Profile (n): perfil

Consumer (n): consumidor Profit (n): benefici

Content (n): contingut Promote (v): promocionar

Credibility (n): credibilitat Sale (n): venda

Current (adj): actual, existent Search engine (n): motor de cerca

Customer (n): client Service (n): servei

Device (n): aparell Share (v): compartir

Digital media (pl n): mitjans digitals Slideshow (n): presentació en dispositives

Enable (v): permetre Social media (pl n): xarxes socials

Engage (v): comprometre’a Success (n): èxit

Ever-changing (adj): que canvia constantment Target market (n): mercat objectiu

Exchange (v): intercanviar Technology-driven (adj): que depèn de la
tecnologia

Feedback (n): retroacció, feedback Text messaging (n): tramesa de missatges de text

Foster (v): fomentar, promoure, facilitar Tool (n): eina

Gain (v): guanyar Trust (v): confiar

Growth (n): creixement, augment Update (v): actualitzar

How-to (n): video explicant com es fa una cosa User (n): usuari

Increase (v): augmentar , créixer Value (n): valor

Interaction (n): interacció Video sharing website (n): lloc web per a compartir
videos

Job application (n): sol·licitud de feina Word of mouth (n): boca-a-boca

1.3 Language in use

Graphics (or graphs, for short) are used to present the information in a visual way
so that the data become very easy to interpret. Graphs are very much used in the
world of commerce to show trends, which are then used to take a specific course
of action.
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1.3.1 Graphics

In the English-speaking business world you may have to discuss the information
on graphs. See different types of graphs in the table below.

Taula 1.3. Types of graphs

Graph Description

A pie chart is a special chart which uses “pie slices”
to show relative sizes of data. Pie charts are
generally used to show percentage or proportional
data.

A bar graph or bar chart is a graphical display of
data using bars of different heights.

A line chart or line graph is a type of chart which
displays information as a series of data points called
‘markers’ connected by straight line segments. It
depicts changes over a period of time, showing data
and trends.

How to describe trends:

There are four basic trends: upward movement, downward movement, no move-
ment or change in direction.

Read the following statements describing upward movements:

• Sales of music equipment went up in 1995 and continued to rise steadily
until 1996.

• There was a sharp increase in raw materials prices.

• The number of temporary contracts has increased drammatically.

• Prices of basic commodities have gone up over the past months.

• As the costs of energy and raw materials skyrocket, everybody is talking
about ‘going green’.

• The price of imports tends to soar because of high transit transport costs.

• There was a dramatic rise in sales in the last term.

• The successful business’s profits continue to grow.

Read the following statements describing downward movements:

• The sudden collapse in share prices has surprised everyone.
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• The economy is in a downswing.

• The ratio for wheat is forecast to plummet to 20% this year.

• In the future, the rate of mortality is expected to decrease.

• The objective is to reduce costs.

• The recession is over and unemployment is declining.

In these examples we have used verbs and nouns to describe upward and downward
trends. See some more in the table below:

Taula 1.4. Describing upward and downward trends

Upward movement Downward movement

Verbs Nouns Verbs Nouns

be/go up (an) upswing collapse (a) collapse

boom (a) boom cut (a) cut

expand (an) expansion decline (a) decline

grow (a) growth decrease (a) decrease

increase (an) increase drop (off) (a) drop

jump (a) jump fall (off) (a) fall

peak (a) peak go down (a) downswing

progress (a) progression plummet/plunge (a) plunge

rise (a) rise reduce (a) reduction

skyrocket (a) jump slump (a) slump

To describe graphics which depict no movement, we can use verbs such as keep
or remain stable, hold or stay constant, or stabilize, and nouns such as stability or
balance. For example:

• Food prices have stabilized recently.

• Inflation will remain stable or even drop slightly.

Expressions to indicate changes of direction are level off, flatten out, stop falling/-
rising, change, stand at and start rising. For example:

• The volume of export will start rising after the construction of the new
harbour.

• Stocks leveled off after early losses.
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1.3.2 Formal conversations: introductions

Here are two examples of formal conversations. In the first one, George Sullivan
meets Sarah Cornwall at an international conference on furniture and design. In
the second one, Lucie Bell and George Sullivan greet each other, and he introduces
her to Sarah Cornwall.

Conversation 1

George Sullivan: Hello, I’m George Sullivan, I work with GCM Inc.

Sarah Cornwall: Nice to meet you. I’m Sarah Cornwall, with Furniture Design.

George Sullivan: What do you do with Furniture Design?

Sarah Cornwall: I’m the marketing manager.

George Sullivan: Is this your first time at this event?

Sarah Cornwall: Yes, indeed. It is my first time here.

George Sullivan: What do you think about the conference so far?

Sarah Cornwall: I think the conference is worth it. The speakers are really well-prepared,
and I’m learning so many marketing strategies.

George Sullivan: I agree, though I wish there were more sessions on online marketing.

Conversation 2

Lucie Bell: Hello, Mr. Sullivan. Welcome to the conference.

George Sullivan: Thank you. Good to see you.

Lucie Bell: Are you enjoying the conference?

George Sullivan: Certainly, I am enjoying it and I have made some contacts, too. Let me
introduce you to Sarah Cornwall.

Sarah Cornwall: How do you do?

Lucie Bell: Pleased to meet you.

George Sullivan: She works for Furniture Design.

Lucie Bell: What is your company into?

Sarah Cornwall: We design and produce pieces of furniture. We try to be updated to the
latest trends.
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Communication: speaking (I)

Having a conversation is a very common situation in our daily lives. To carry out
a conversation effectively, we need to put our speaking and listening skills into
practice.

When the conversation takes place in a formal or semi-formal situation, we also
need to consider the language protocols and use the appropriate style and standard
formulas to express certain ideas. Language protocol is very clear in formal
greetings and introductions.

On the other hand, we should also consider the cultural differences with other
people. In Anglo-Saxon cultures, for example, people do not kiss a woman on the
cheeks when they are introduced for the first time, but they shake hands instead.
Personal space is also very important: whereas in the Latin cultures, people stand
close to each other and have a greater tendency to touching the other person while
speaking, in the Anglo-Saxon cultures we should keep a greater distance and avoid
physical contact.

The English language also sounds more polite than other languages. There is a
frequent use of thank you and please in the conversations and the requests are
made by using the expressions with can you...? or could you...? rather than the
imperative form.

Greetings
We use greetings when we meet people or when we leave them. We can use a
variety of expressions in each situation depending on the degree of formality.

Here are some expressions used to greet people with some corresponding com-
mon responses. The Catalan translations are not literal, but they only indicate
equivalent expressions.

When meeting people:

• Formal Greetings:

– Good morning/afternoon/evening > Good morning/afternoon/evening.
(Cat. Bon dia/bona tarda/bona nit - Bon dia/bona tarda/bona nit)

– Hello, (person’s name), how are you? > I’m very well, thank you, and
you? (Cat. Hola [nom de la persona], com està? - Molt bé, gràcies, i
vostè?)

– Good day, Sir/Madam > Good day (very formal) - (Cat. Bon dia,
Sr/Sra - Bon dia)

• Informal Greetings:

– Hi/Hello > Hi/Hello (Cat. Hola - Hola)
– How are you? > Fine, thanks (Cat. Com estàs? - Bé, gràcies)
– What’s up? > Fine, thanks (very informal) (Cat. Què tal? - Bé,

gràcies)
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– How are you doing? > Fine (very informal) (Cat. Com va tot? - Bé)

When leaving people:

• Formal Greetings:

– Good morning/afternoon/evening > Good morning/afternoon/evening
(Cat. Bon dia/bona tarda/bona nit - Bon dia/bona tarda/bona nit)

– It was a pleasure seeing/meeting you > A pleasure for me too (Cat. Ha
estat un plaer veure’l/conèixer-lo - El plaer ha estat meu)

– Goodbye > Goodbye (Cat. Adéu - Adéu)

• Informal greetings:

– Bye > Bye (Cat- Adéu - Adéu)

– See you > See you (Cat. Ens veiem/fins després - Ens veiem/fins
després)

– Take care > You too (Cat. Cuida’t - I tu també)

When we go to bed, or we retire for the night, we can say:

• Formal and informal:

– Good night > Good night (Cat. Bona nit - Bona nit)

When meeting people unexpectedly:

In case you meet someone you did not expect, for example, in the street or in
a meeting, you can use the following expressions (the responses will depend on
each particular situation):

• Formal greeting:

– What a surprise! I haven’t seen you in a long time. How have you
been? (Cat. Quina sorpresa! Feia temps que no ens vèiem. Com
està?)

• Informal greeting:

– Hey, Jack, it’s nice to see you. What are you doing here? (Cat. Ei,
Jack, m’alegro de veure’t. Què fas per aquí?)

– What a surprise! How’s everything going? (Cat. Quina sorpresa!
Com va tot?)

Introductions
Introductions are very common situations in a working environment. We make
introductions when we want two or more people to meet.
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Introduction vs presentation
These two terms may be confusing for a Spanish or Catalan speaker because
they are usually translated with the same word:

• Introduction refers to people. It has the meaning of making two people
meet and know each other (Cat. presentació). For example: You don’t
know each other, I’ll make the introductions (Cat. No us coneixeu,
faré les presentacions).

• Presentation means to show and explain the characteristics of a
product, a project, etc. to an audience (Cat. presentació, acte de
presentació). For example: There was an interesting presentation
of the new policy of the company (Cat. Hi va haver una interessant
presentació de la nova política de l’empresa).

There is the same difference in meaning between the corresponding verbs
introduce (Cat. presentar) and present (Cat. presentar, fer una presentació).

Here are some expressions used to introduce people:

Formal introductions:

In formal situations, like a reception, a presentation, a business meal, etc., we may
introduce people like this:

• May I introduce you to Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (surname)? (Cat: Em permet que
li presenti el Sr/la Sra/la Srta (cognom)?)

• Let me introduce you to Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (surname) (Cat: Permet’m que li
presenti el Sr/la Sra/la Srta (cognom)?

• I’d like to introduce you to Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (surname) (Cat. Voldria
presentar-li el Sr/la Sra/la Srta (cognom)

Responding to formal introductions:

We may respond to a formal introduction like this (the translation is not literal):

• How do you do? (Cat. Molt de gust)

The response to this is:

• How do you do (Cat. El gust és meu, encantat)

Informal introductions:

In informal situations, we may introduce other people like this:

• This is... (Cat. Aquest/a és...)

Mr, Mrs, Miss and Ms

Mr is used for adult males; Mrs
is used for married women; Miss
is used for unmarried women. In
the 70s, however, the title Ms
(pronounced /m@z/) started to be
used for all women, irrespective
of their marital status.

How do you do

The expression how do you do?
is not actually a question,
although we must give it the
intonation of a question. The
response is how do you do
(without the question mark and
the intonation of a statement).
This is an example of a
ceremonial formula with no real
meaning.
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Responding to informal introductions:

There are different responses for an informal introduction. For example, we can
say:

• Nice to meet you (Cat. Encantat)

• Hi (Cat. Hola)

• How are you? (Cat. Què tal?)

The following dialogue reflects the use of some of these expressions:

Greetings and introductions

Jordi Planes has gone to London to accompany his boss in a presentation of their new
line of shampoos and hair conditioners. At the reception before the event, he meets her
colleague Jane.

Jane: Jordi! What a surprise! What are you doing here?

Jordi: Hi, Jane! How are you?

Jane: Fine, thanks. Glad to see you.

Jordi: I’m glad too. I came to the presentation with my boss. He needed someone who
spoke English.

Jane: Really? Well, come, I’ll introduce you to my boss.

(They go to find Mr Green, the company’s manager)

Jane: Good morning, Mr Green. I’d like to introduce you to Mr Jordi Planes, from our office
in Barcelona.

Mr Green: How do you do?

Jordi: How do you do.

Mr Green: Is it your first time in London, Mr Planes?

Jordi: Yes, sir. It is.

Mr Green: Well, and how do you like it here?

Jordi: Excuse me?

Mr Green: Do you like London?

Jordi: Oh, yes, sir, very much.

Mr Green: Good. I hope you have time to visit the city, then. I must go now. I’m afraid. It
was a pleasure meeting you.

Jordi: A pleasure for me too. Goodbye, sir.

Mr Green: Goodbye. See you later.
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Language notes:

• The dialogue reflects two contexts: an informal one between the
colleagues Jordi and Jane and a formal one between Jordi and Mr
Green. Notice the difference in the use of the language.

• Yes, sir: Jordi is in a formal situation. He has just met the company’s
manager in London so he addresses him as sir. This is much better
than Mr Green in a first contact. The equivalent form for females is
madam.

• After being introduced to a person, the language protocol requires to
ask some questions, as Mr Green has done, but we should be careful
to avoid personal questions.

Grammar reference: the present tenses

The present tenses are obviously used to speak about the present. The action of the
verb can be seen in two different ways: as a simple action taking place regularly
or as a long action stretching in time. This difference has given rise to the two
present tenses, called present simple and present continuous.

The present simple
The conjugation of the English verbs is very simple. Except the verb to be, which
has three different forms in the present simple (am, is, are), all the other verbs only
have one or two forms.

Conjugation of the present simple:

In this table, you can see the conjugation of the verb work in the present simple.

Taula 1.5. Conjugation of the present simple (//work//)

Affirmative Negative
Long form Short form

Interrogative

I work do not work don’t work Do I work...?

You work do not work don’t work Do you work...?

He/She/It works does not work doesn’t work Does he work...?

We work do not work don’t work Do we work...?

You work do not work don’t work Do you work...?

They work do not work don’t work Do they work...?
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Notes:

• The present simple only has two forms: the 3rd person singular adds
and -s; all the other persons are the same as the base form.

• Remember that the negative and interrogative forms require the use of
the auxiliary verb do/does + the base form of the verb.

• Long forms are mostly used in formal written English whereas short
forms are used in spoken informal English.

Use of the present simple:

The present simple is used to express:

• Habitual, regular actions:

– I get up at seven o’clock everyday. (Cat: Em llevo a les set cada dia).

– John doesn’t play tennis. (Cat: John no juga al tennis).

– Do you smoke at work? (Cat: Fumes a la feina?).

– My friend always helps me. (Cat: El meu amic sempre m’ajuda)

• Scientific facts and universal truths:

– The sun rises in the east. (Cat: El sol surt per l’est)

– Water boils at 100°C. (Cat: L’aigua bull als 100°C)

Frequency adverbs and adverbial expressions:

The present simple is often associated to adverbs and adverbial expressions that
indicate the frequency of the action. Here is a list pf the most common adverbials
of frequency (with examples):

• always (Cat: sempre): They always come on time.

• usually (Cat: normalment): We usually work until 10 pm.

• often (Cat: sovint): He often calls me in the evenings.

• sometimes (Cat: algunes vegades): They sometimes help me with my work.

• seldom (Cat: poques vegades): I seldom understand what he says.

• never (Cat: mai): I never go out at night.

• everyday (Cat. cada dia): I take a shower everyday.

• every week (Cat. cada setmana): We have a meeting every week.

• once a week (Cat. una vegada a la setmana): We see him once a week.

• twice a week (Cat dues vegades a la setmana) We see him twice a week.
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• three times a week (Cat. tres vegades a la setmana): We see him three
times a week.

• from time to time (Cat de tant en tant): I only see him from time to time.

The present continuous
The present continuous is a complex tense composed of the present of the auxiliary
verb be and the gerund of the verb. The structure is the following:

• AM/IS/ARE + GERUND (-ING)

In this structure, the variable element is the auxiliary verb, which agrees with the
subject in person and number. On the other hand, the gerund is an invarible form.

Conjugation of the present continuous:

The table below shows the conjugation of the verb work in the present continuous.

Taula 1.6. Conjugation of the present continuous (//work//)

Affirmative Negative
Long form Short form

Interrogative

I am working am not working ‘m not working am I working...?

you are working are not working aren’t working are you working...?

he/she/it is working is not working isn’t working is he working...?

we are working are not working aren’t working are we working...?

you are working are not working aren’t working are you working...?

they are working are not working aren’t working are they
working...?

Use of the present continuous:

The present continuous is used to speak about:

• An action that is taking place at the moment of speaking:

– Look! It is snowing! (Cat. Mira! Està nevant!)

– I think they are speaking Russian (Cat. Crec que estan parlant rus)

– What are you doing? (Cat. Què estàs fent?)

• A temporary action:

– Sarah usually lives in London, but she is living in Boston this month.
(Cat: Sarah normalment viu a Londres, però aquest mes està vivint a
Boston)

– I always go to work by car, but I am taking the bus this week.
(Cat: Sempre vaig a treballar amb cotxe, però aquesta setmana agafo
l’autobús)
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Time adverbials:

The present continuous is very frequently used in sentences with the following
time adverbials:

• now (Cat. ara): He is speaking on the phone now.

• in this moment (Cat. en aquest moment): In this moment, I’m having a
meeting with the director.

• today (Cat. avui): I’m not working today.

• this week (Cat. aquest setmana): I’m not going anywhere this week.

The present simple vs the present continuous
When a verb is expressed in present simple, the idea is that the action is permanent
or that it happens regularly. On the other hand, when the verb is in present
continuous, the action is temporary or it is happening in that moment. Compare
these two sentences:

• a) I live in Barcelona

• b) I am living in Sabadell

In sentence a), I mean that Barcelona is my permanent residence, the city where
I have my home. In sentence b), we understand that Sabadell is the place where,
for some reason, I am living only for the moment, but not permanently.

The difference is very clearly seen when the two sentences appear together in the
same context:

• I live in Barcelona, but these days I’m living in Sabadell because my house
was affected by a fire.

Very often, the time adverbial will tell us which tense we must use. If we say now,
we must use the verb in present continuous, but if we say everyday, the verb must
be in the present simple.
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Verbs not taking the present continuous
Some verbs are not used in present continuous although the context requires
the use of that tense. In general, these verbs express feelings and emotions.
Some of these verbs are:

• love (Cat. estimar)

• like (Cat. agradar)

• hate (Cat. odiar)

• prefer (Cat. preferir)

• want (Cat. voler)

• think (Cat. opinar)

• remember (Cat. recordar)

• doubt (Cat. dubtar)

• understand (Cat. entendre)

• know (Cat. saber)

• believe (Cat. creure)

• see (Cat. veure)

• hear (Cat. sentir)

• have (Cat. tenir)

• own (Cat. posseir)

For example, we must say: do you like the film?. It is wrong to say:
are you liking the film? .
In some cases, we can use the present continuous with some of these verbs,
but only when they have different meanings. For example, we can say: I am
thinking about going out (Cat. Estic pensant en sortir), but we cannot say:
I am thinking this is very interesting (in the sense of ‘having an opinion’).
Similarly, we can say I am having breakfast (Cat. Estic prenent l’esmorzar),
but we cannot say: I am having two sisters (in the sense of ‘possess’).
The verbs that describe senses (like see and hear) are usually expressed with
the verb can. For example: I can see someone on the stairs (Cat. veig algú
a les escales); I can hear music upstairs (Cat. sento música al pis de dalt).
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2. Banking

The term ‘banking’ refers to the type of business carried out by banks. The basic
objective of the banks is to provide a variety of financial services to their customers,
who can range from an individual to large corporations.

In their international relationships, companies must usually deal with different
currencies, which is the common money in use within a country. US dollars,
British pounds, Japanese yens and European euros are examples of currencies.
In internanional transaction, the US dollar is the most widely used currency.

2.1 Currencies

Different countries have different currencies. The EU has a common currency,
the euro, except for some countries like UK, where £ pounds are used. The
exchange rate between different currencies changes every day, according to market
fluctuation. This can change the cost of living and the price of goods. The price of
goods or services, called market price, depends on the supply and the demand of
these products; if the demand is constant, and there is a decline of supply it results
in a rise of its market price and vice versa.

All this is part of an economic system in which banks play a crucial role. They
accept deposits and they use the funds to create loans, empowering people to buy
houses, to start businesses or to send their children to school.

Economic equilibrium. The diagram
depicts supply and demand curves.
Supply and demand determine the
market price. Source: wikipedia

In the following article, we can learn about the cost of living in UK:

Families need to earn £30,000 a year ’to survive’ - and that’s without holidays or
restaurant meals

British families need to earn nearly £30,000 a year just to survive, even without ‘luxuries’
like holidays and meals out, according to a survey.

The study suggests that an average family now needs £24,801.51 every year for essential
expenditure such as mortgage or rent payments, utilities, insurance, food, petrol, mobile
phone and landline costs, and clothing.

And to have that amount as disposable income after tax and national insurance requires a
gross income of at least £30,000.

The biggest costs faced by a family are those for mortgages, which amount on average to
£4,514.88 a year, for food, which comes up to £4,491.24, and petrol at £2,667. But the total
figure does not include non-essential expenditure such as holidays, restaurant meals and
unplanned shopping.

Andrew Barker, managing director of Skipton Financial Services, said: ‘The worrying thing
is that the report doesn’t include any luxuries whatsoever, the figures only refer to the money
people need to survive.’

See the names of some
countries and their
currency in the annex
“Countries, capital cities,
nationalities and
currencies.”
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He added: “Don’t forget that £24,801.51 is the figure UK families need to bring home so,
once income tax and national insurance has been taken into account, a basic rate taxpayer
would actually have to earn well over £30,000.”

Petrol and food costs have both increased on last year, respectively by £215.28 and £33.28,
while commuting to work is £216.32 more expensive than last year.

Other payments which have gone up over the past twelve months include home insurance,
which has risen from £431.40 to £442.56, and mobile phone bills, which have gone up from
£368.52 to £395.40.

However, the study shows that some costs have declined compared to last year, including
mortgage payments, which have gone down by £215.16 a year for most families, loan
payments, which have fallen by £98.28 and credit card bills by £127.20 as families
consolidate their debts.

Other bills which have reduced slightly include council tax which has gone down by £39 a
year and car insurance which has gone down by £12.60.

Seven people out of 10 said to be aware of the rising cost of living, according to the study,
while six in 10 people believe they will end up paying out even more money on bills next
year, having less disposable income than ever before.

Adapted from www.thisismoney.co.uk.

Taula 2.1. Vocabulary

Amount (n): quantitat Gross income (n): ingressos bruts

Average family (n): família normal/mitja income tax (n): impost sobre la renda

Banking (n): banca Insurance (n): assegurança

Bill (utility, phone) (n): factura (serveis, telèfon) Landline (n): telèfon fixe

Clothing (n): roba Loan (n): préstec

Commute to work (v): anar i tornar a la feina Luxury (items) (n): (articles) de luxe

Cost of living (n): cost de la vida Managing director (n): director general

Council tax (n): impost municipal Market price (n): preu del mercat

Currency (n): moneda, divisa Meal (n): àpat

Customer (n): client Mortgage (n): hipoteca, préstec hipotecari

Decline (n): davallada Nearly (adv): gairebé, aproximadament

Disposable income (n): renda disponible Non-essential expenditure (n): despeses no
bàsiques

Earn (v): guanyar (diners) Pound (n): lliura esterlina

Empower (v): capacitar Rise (n): augment, increment

Essential expenditure (n): despeses bàsiques Supply and demand (n): oferta i demanda

Exchange rate (n): tipus de canvi Survey (n): estudi

Figure (n): xifra Taxpayer (n): contribuent

Funds (n): fons Utilities (n): serveis (electricitat, aigua...)

http://www.thisismoney.co.uk
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2.2 Banks

Banks might give an interest on some types of accounts or deposits individuals
or companies have. People have their savings accounts, and they can withdraw
money from the ATM in order to pay their bills, the school fees, or to go on
holidays. The money they spend depends on their own budget, if they overspend
they might become broke!

Money withdrawing from an ATM
(Automated Teller Machine). Source:
Tax Credits (flickr.com)

Another way to pay for a purchase is to issue a bank check. But sometimes the
money you have in the account might not be enough to afford, for example to buy a
house. In this case, the bank gives you a mortgage, which is a loan they give you so
that you can acquire your house and you keep paying the money back in different
instalments, which means that you will be making payments at successive fixed
times.

Bank check writing. Source: David
Goehring (flickr.com)

2.2.1 Online banking

Most banks offer the possibility of performing banking transactions through the
Internet. The banks provide a username, passwords and security codes to prevent
fraud. Customers can pay their bills or check their account balances. See the
following online bank statement:

Figura 2.1. Bank statement

Language notes

• Collocations: they are words that go together or form a fixed relationship. We can find some
examples in the text.
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Taula 2.2.

crucial role: paper crucial cost of living: cost de la vida

essential expenditure: despeses bàsiques exchange rate: tipus de canvi

market fluctuation: fluctuació del mercat supply and demand: oferta i demanda

• Describing trends: We use a great variety of verbs and expressions to describe the ups and
downs. These are some examples that we can see in the text:

– Ups:

* Verbs: “have risen”, “have gone up”, “have increased”.

* Phrases: ”..is more expensive than...”, ”...the rising cost of living...”, ”...comes up
to...” (Cat. arriba fins a...)

– Downs:

* Verbs: “have declined”, “have gone down”, “have reduced”, “have fallen”.

* Phrases: “less disposable income”

• Over: There are two examples in the text in which “over” has the meaning of “during a
particular period of time”: “over the past” and “over a longer period” (Cat. en el transcurs
de...)

Taula 2.3. Vocabulary

Account(n): compte bancari Instalment(n):termini (pagar a terminis)

Account balance (n): saldo en compte Issue a bank check (v):emitir un txec bancari

Afford (v): permetre’s Over(prep): més de

ATM (Automated Teller Machine) (n): caixer
automàtic

Overspend (v): gastar més del compte

Bank statement (n): extracte bancari Prevent fraud (v): evitar el frau

Become broke (v): arruïnar-se Purchase (n): compra

Budget (n): pressupost Refund (n): reemborsament

Deposit (n): dipòsit Savings account (n): compte d’estalvis

Display (v): mostrar School fees (n): taxes escolars

Disposable income (n): renta disponible Withdraw (money) (v): treure diners (del banc o
caixer)

Earn (v): guanyar (diners)

2.3 Language in use

Read the following conversations. The first is a telephone conversation and the
second takes place at the bank.

In this telephone conversation (1), a customer wants to pay a bill for the acquisition
of some products. Her first intention is to pay through credit card, but the assistant
offers her an alternative.

Telephone conversation (1)
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Assistant: Your bill amounts to 350 euros.

Customer: Do you accept credit cards? How can I pay?

Assistant: I am sorry, we don’t take credit card numbers on phone for security purposes. I
can send you an email with an online form that leads to a secure payment page.

Customer: Won’t that take too long?

Assistant: Well, I can also mark it for cash on delivery and you can pay in cash to the
delivery boy.

Customer: That’s a good option. When will he deliver?

Assistant: You will get this product within 2 days. Please keep the cash ready.

Customer: Sure. No problems.

This conversation (2) takes place in the bank. A customer has tried to use the
ATM machine to make some transactions, but unfortunately it does not work.
Subsequently she enters the bank to see what is wrong.

Telephone conversation (2)

Customer: Good morning.

Bank clerk: Good morning madam. How can I help you?

Customer: I’m having a problem with the ATM.

Bank clerk: What seems to be the problem?

Customer: I have been denied access to my account.

Bank clerk: Are you sure you entered the right pin number?

Customer: Yes, I’m sure, and I followed all the instructions carefully.

Bank clerk: Ok, let me see. I will try to access your account from my computer. First, I
need to enter some information about your account.

Customer: Certainly.

Bank clerk: Saving or checking account?

Customer: Checking account.

Bank clerk: What’s your name?

Customer: My name is Lidia Walter.

Bank clerk: Do you have your account number?

Customer: Yes, it is 123354645645

Bank Clerk: Let me see, there is nothing wrong with your account. I will check the ATM
status on my terminal.

Customer: Ok, thank you.

Bank Clerk: I’m afraid the ATM is not working. What kind of transactions would you like to
make?

Customer: I’d like to deposit a check and withdraw 200 euros, please.

Bank clerk: Here you are.
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Customer: Thank you.

Bank clerk: You are welcome, madam. Please, accept our apologies for the inconvenience
we caused you.

Customer: No problem. Have a nice day.

Taula 2.4. Vocabulary

Account (n): compte Checking account (n): compte corrent

Amounts (v): ascendre (a una quantitat) Customer (n): client

Apologies (n): disculpes Deliver (v): fer lliurament/lliurar

ATM (n): caixer automàtic Deposit a check (v): ingressar un txec

Bill (n): factura Savings account(n): compte d’estalvi

Cash (n): efectiu Secure (adj): segur

Cash on delivery (n): contra reemborsament Withdraw (money) (v): treure (diners)
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2.3.1 Communication: speaking (II)

One of the most common situations in which you may need to use your oral skills
in English is in telephone conversations. Unlike face-to-face conversations, here
you cannot usually see your interlocutor, so you cannot benefit from non-verbal
signs to help you understand the message. A telephone conversation, therefore,
requires good listening skills. The language is also different because the context
requires the use of some specific expressions.

Other occasions on which you may need to use your speaking skills is in speeches
and presentations. In these, there is only one speaker addressing one or more
listeners. As the objective of a speech or a presentation is usually to persuade a
group of people, you will need to use your best speaking skills but also your social
skills.

Finally, negotiation usually consists on a face-to-face conversation in which you
need to find a solution to a problem. It is in this context where your social skills
are most important, but you will also need to use your speaking skills carefully in
order to carry out your point as clearly and accurately as possible.

Telephone conversations

You will probably find telephone conversations more difficult than face-to-face
coversations. On the telephone you will need to concentrate on understanding
what the other person is saying, especially when there is background noise or the
communication is not good enough. As for speaking, a telephone conversation
is full of standard phrases and common expressions. If you learn to use such
expressions, you can have a successful telephone conversation.

Here are some expressions commonly used on the telephone:

Answering the phone:

• Hello?

• Zara Portal de l’Angel, hello?

• Commercial Department, hello?

• Joan Alsina speaking.

• Customer service. Can I help you?

Asking for identification:

• Who’s calling?

• Where are you calling from?

In a commercial context, we
usually answer a telephone
call by saying the name of
the company (or the
department) before adding
anything else.

On the telephone, we must
say our name with This is...
rather than I am.... In a
more formal situation, we
can also say My name’s....
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Put (somebody) through to
(Cat. posar amb..., passar

a...) is a phrasal verb mostly
used in this context.

• May I have your name please?

Identifying yourself on the telephone:

• This is (Inés Fernández) from (Zara).

• My name’s (Inés Fernández), I’m calling from (Zara).

• This is (Inés Fernández). I’m calling on behalf of (Joan Alsina).

Asking to speak with someone:

• May I speak to (Mr Smith), please?

• Can I talk to (Mr Smith), please?

• Is (Mr Smith)) there?

• I’d like to speak to (Mr Smith).

• Could you put me through to (the commercial department), please?

If Mr Smith himself answers the telephone, the answer would be:

• Speaking!, which means: This is Mr Smith speaking.

If not, see below:

Asking the other person to wait:

• One moment, please.

• Hold on a minute please.

• Just a minute.

Connecting to other people:

• I’ll put you through to (Mr Smith).

• I’ll put you through to (his office).

Explaining that the other person is not available:

• I’m sorry, the line’s busy at the moment.

• I’m afraid (Mr Smith) is not in his office right now.

• (Mr Smith) is in a meeting at the moment.

Offering solutions when the other person is not available:
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• Could you call back later please?

• Could you call back in (one hour)?

• Could I take a message?

• Would you like to leave a message?

• Can I help you in anything?

• I’ll call back later, thanks.

• I’ll try again, thanks.

Leaving a message:

• Could I leave a message please?

• Could you please tell (Mr Smith) that (Inés from Zara) called?

• I’d like to leave a message for (Mr Smith).

Asking about the reason of the call:

• What does it concern?

• What’s it about?

Explaining the reason of the call:

• I’m calling on behalf of (Mr Ramoneda, from Zara).

• I’m calling about... (+noun)

• I’m calling to... (+verb)

Saying goodbye on the phone:

• Thanks for your help.

• Ok, I’ll call you back in a few days.

• Goodbye.

• Bye.

Other useful words and expressions are:

• To dial (Cat. Marcar un número)

• It’s busy (Cat. Està ocupat)

• Receiver (Cat. Auricular)

The expression on behalf of
(Cat. de part de) is used
when we call instead of
another person.
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• Mobile phone (Cat. Mòbil)

• To pick up the phone (Cat. Despenjar el telèfon)

• To hung up (Cat. Penjar el telèfon)

• To answer the phone (Cat. Contestar el telèfon)

• To ring (Cat. Sonar)

• Call (Cat. Trucada)

• Answering machine (Cat. Contestador automàtic)

• Voicemail (Cat. bústia de veu)

Leaving recorded messages
A message on an answering machine or a voicemail must be as short as
possible. Include the following information:

• Person to whom the message is addressed

• Identification

• Message

• Further steps

Here is an example of a recorded message:
Hello. This is a message for Mr Smith. This is Joan Alsina, from Zara. I’m
calling about an order for 30 male shirts we made one week ago. We are
still expecting the order. Could you please call me back and tell me if there’s
any problem? Thank you. Bye.

Now read this model dialogue reproducing a telephone conversation:

Marcel Roca works as an administrative assistant in the Marketing department of a
multinational company called Moonlight. He calls Mr Mason, the sales manager
in the company’s headquarters in London.

Receptionist: Moonlight. Hello?

Marcel: Hello. This is Marcel Roca from Barcelona. May I talk to Mr Mason
please?

Receptionist: Just a minute. I’ll put you through to his office.

Marcel: Thanks a lot.

(Some minutes later)

Receptionist: Mr Roca? I’m afraid Mr Mason is in a meeting right now. Would
you like to leave a message?
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Marcel: Yes, please. Tell him I’m calling about the marketing campaign. It’s
ready and we need Mr Mason’s approval to go ahead with it, but I’ll call him back
some other time.

Receptionist: That’s fine. Mr Roca. I’ll give him your message. Thanks for
calling.

Marcel: Ok, bye.

Note: Telephone conversations tend to be more informal than face-to-face mee-
tings. Even if Marcel were talking to Mr Mason himself, he would use the informal
hello rather than the more formal good morning, for example.

Speeches and presentations

Speeches and presentations are two instances in which you will need to use the
oral language. We might need to give a speech in a variety of situations: to read
a paper in a congress, to welcome some guests to our company, to make a toast in
a formal meal, or to accept a prize or an honour. On the other hand, presentations
are very much used to advertise a product, or to show the figures of your company
to a group of investors, for example. Speeches and presentations tend to be more
formal than conversations.

Very often, a speech consists merely on reading a text aloud whereas a presentation
requires more improvisation. Moreover, a presentation is very often accompanied
of support material, like graphics or images. The common feature is that in both
cases we address an audience.

To make a good speech, it is necessary to speak the language fairly well and to
know the basic principles of public speaking. Here are some tips for effective
communication in public speaking:

1. Imagine the positive outcome of the speech. Before you start, close your
eyes and imagine the audience clapping, congratulating you on your speech
or asking questions to know more. A good way to overcome anxiety is
to visualize the results that you want to achieve after your speech. If you
visualize on a consistent basis, your mind will become used to the prospect
of speaking in public, and pretty soon you’ll conquer any feelings of anxiety.

2. Be yourself. When we stand up to give a speech, we often think about the
public rather than about the message that we want to communicate. You
must do just the opposite: concentrate on your message and forget about
the audience. Imagine that you are having a relaxed conversation with one
person, so address your audience directly and make a connection with them.
You can do so by fixing your attention on a person sitting on the front, for
example, and addressing that person as an individual, but make sure that
you change your focus of attention from one person to another.

3. Know your environment. If possible, get familiar with the place of the
speech. This will help you visualize the context and get everything under
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control. Also, check all the material that will be required during the speech:
internet connection, computer, overhead projector, handouts, etc. There is
nothing worse in public speaking than keeping your audience waiting for
the solution of technical problems.

4. Don’t forget the purpose of your speech. Think what the audience would
like to get at the end of your speech. Ask yourself: How can I help your
audience achieve their goals? Do I have to inform them? Motivate them?
Convince them? Entertain them? When your purpose is clear, choose the
tools that might better contribute to those goals.

Negotiating

In an organization composed of a large number of people with different per-
sonalities and different interests, there is an unavoidable potential for conflict.
Disagreements on the solution for a problem or the goals for a project are very
common in all organizations. Disagreements are sometimes bad for the business
because they can affect productivity, but if they are managed skilfully, they may
become a valuable source of development for the company. For this reason, it is
very important to have good negotiation skills. The success of a negotiation takes
place when two people or group of people get together and reach an agreement that
is acceptable to everybody. The ability to negotiate requires a number of personal
and communication skills which combine to get the desired result.

Here are some tips to be a successful negotiator:

1. Identify the problem. You must have a clear idea of the problem involved
in the negotiation. Where is the disagreement? In the company’s expansion
plans? In the workers’ salaries? Once the problem has been identifed, you
can determine the interests of each party and prepare possible solutions.

2. Be well informed. You must prepare the meeting carefully. Get informed of
the people’s characters, relationships, past negotiations and interests. This
will help you to find the right tone for the conversation. If the interlocutors
come from a different cultural background, you must be familiar with their
customs, beliefs and social codes.

3. Listen effectively. You must have the skill to listen to the other party during
the meeting. Do not spend your time talking about the advantages of your
point of view. Express your point of view as short as possible and then let
the other people explain their own point of view without interrupting them.

4. Control your emotions. It is very important that you control your emo-
tions during the negotiation. Long and difficult negotiations will generate
frustration in both parties, but you must get your frustration under control
or you may reach an unfavourable agreement just because you wish to end
the negotiation. Suggest a break if you feel tired.

5. Use your communication skills. You must have the ability to communicate
clearly and effectively to avoid misunderstandings during the negotiation.
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Go straight to the point and explain your reasons to support your point of
view. This requires a good knowledge of the language, but your social skills
and characters are also very important to maintain a good atmosphere during
the meeting. You will need to be a reliable and open-minded person.

2.3.2 Grammar reference: past tenses (I)

The past tenses are used to speak about the past. As in the present, the action of
the verb can be seen as continuing in time or as simple actions taking place at a
specific moment in the past. This difference is reflected in the two verb tenses
called past simple and past continuous.

The past simple

There are two ways of expressing the past simple tense, depending on whether the
verb is regular or irregular. The past tense of regular verbs always ends in -ed, but
the irregular verbs have different forms in the past. The only option to know the
past simple of irregular verbs is to learn the different forms.

Conjugation of the past simple:

The table below shows the forms of the past simple forms of the regular verb
work.

Taula 2.5. Conjugation of the past simple (regular verb: work)

Affirmative Negative
Long form Short form

Interrogative

I worked did not work didn’t work Did I work...?

You worked did not work didn’t work Did you work ...?

He / She / It worked did not work didn’t work Did he work...?

We worked did not work didn’t work Did we work ...?

You worked did not work didn’t work Did you work...?

They worked did not work didn’t work Did they work...?

The table below shows the past simple forms of the irregular verb go.

Taula 2.6. Conjugation of the past simple (irregular verb: go)

Affirmative Negative
Long form Short form

Interrogative

I went did not go didn’t go Did I go...?

You went did not go didn’t go Did you go...?

He / She / It went did not go didn’t go Did he go...?

We went did not go didn’t go Did we go...?

You went did not go didn’t go Did you go...?

They went did not go didn’t go Did they go...?

See the annex called “List
of irregular verbs” for the
irregular past forms of the
most common English
verbs.
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Taula 2.6 (continuació)

Notes:

• In the past simple, the forms are the same in all the persons, both in
regular and irregular verbs.

• The negative and the interrogative forms are expressed with the
auxiliary verb did, which is the irregular past form of do.

• In the negative and the interrogative forms, the conjugated element is
the auxiliary verb whereas the verb is in the base form (work, go), so
these forms do not distinguish between regular and irregular verbs.

Use of the past simple:

The past simple is used to express:

1. A finished action in the past:

• I worked in a factory 20 years ago. (Cat: Vaig treballar a una fàbrica
fa 20 anys).

• Did you watch the film on TV last night? (Cat: Vas veure la pel·lícula
de la tele ahir a la nit?).

• Mr Smith didn’t start to work in this company until last year. (Cat:
El Sr Smith no va començar a treballar en aquesta empresa fins l’any
passat).

• She met her husband at a party when they were 15. (Cat: Va conèixer
el seu marit a una festa quan tenien 15 anys).

2. A series of short, consecutive actions in the past:

• I got up, had a shower and left the house. (Cat: Em vaig llevar, em
vaig dutxar i vaig marxar de casa).

• He had two drinks, took his car and had an accident. (Cat: Va prendre
dues copes, va agafar el cotxe i va tenir un accident).

3. States in the past:

• Were you very tired after yesterday’s long day at work? (Cat: Estaves
molt cansada després del llarg dia de feina d’ahir?).

• We all felt very happy when he left. (Cat: Tots nosaltres vam estar
molt contents quan va marxar).

• It was very hot last summer. (Cat: Va fer molta calor l’estiu passat).

Time adverbials:

There are some adverbials of time which are commonly used with the past simple.
For example:
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• yesterday (Cat. ahir): She arrived yesterday.

• last night (Cat. ahir a la nit): I met Mr Hilton last night.

• last year (Cat. l’any passat): We started our project last year.

• one year ago (Cat. fa un any): We met him one year ago.

• in 1985 (Cat. a l’any 1900): They founded the company in 1985.

• in the 19th century (Cat. al segle XIX): Life was hard in the 19th century.

• when I was younger (Cat. quan jo era jove). When I was younger, we did
not have so many advantages.

The past continuous

Like all the continuous tenses, the past continuous is a complex tense formed with
the past tense of the auxiliary be and the verb in gerund:

• WAS/WERE + GERUND (-ING)

Conjugation of the past continuous:

The table below shows the past continuous forms of the verb work.

Taula 2.7. Conjugation of the past continuous (work)

Affirmative Negative
Long form Short form

Interrogative

I was working was not working wasn’t working was I working...?

you were working were not working weren’t working were you
working...?

he, she, it was working was not working wasn’t working was he working...?

we were working were not working weren’t working were we
working...?

you were working were not working weren’t working were you
working...?

they were working were not working weren’t working were they
working...?
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When we express two
simultaneous actions in the
past, the two sentences are
usually linked with the time

connectors while (Cat.
mentre) or when (Cat.

quan).

Notes:

• The variable element in the past continuous is the auxiliary be, which
must agree with the subject: I, he, she, it was and you, we, they were.
The gerund is an invariable form. In this tense there is no difference
between regular and irregular verbs.

• The equivalent forms of the past continuous in Catalan and Spanish
are the forms Cat. estava treballant and Sp. estaba trabajando or Cat.
treballava and Sp, trabajaba.

Use of the past continuous:

1. Unfinished actions at a specific point in the past:

• I was sleeping at eleven last night (Cat: Estava dormint/dormia ahir a
les onze de la nit).

• What were you doing last year? (Cat: Què estaves fent/feies l’any
passat?).

• I wasn’t doing anything when you called (Cat: No estava fent/no feia
res quan vas trucar).

2. Simultaneous actions in the past:

• He was talking about the markets while everybody was sleeping (Cat:
Estava parlant dels mercats mentre tothom dormia).

• They were going home while I was still waiting for them in the
boardroom (Cat: Anaven cap a casa mentre jo encara els esperava
a la sala de juntes).

The past simple vs the past continuous

The most important difference between the past simple and the past continuous is
that the past simple describes a short action expressing what happened at a certain
moment whereas the past continuous describes a long action stressing the duration
of this action.

The two tenses are very often combined in the same sentence to express what was
happening when the action was interrupted by another action. For example:

• I was finishing my report last night when the lights went out. (Cat. Estava
acabant el meu informe ahir a la nit quan se’n va anar la llum).

The sentence includes:

1. A long action describing what was taking place in that moment (I was going
home).
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2. A short action describing what happened in the middle of the long action
(it started to rain).

3. The time connector when to indicate that the actions took place at the same
time.
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3. Logistics

Whenever I make a purchase from Amazon and choose overnight shipping on a group
of unrelated items, I marvel at the logistics involved in getting my items gathered from a
warehouse several miles away and delivered to my door within 24 hours.

From a forum posting at BD Business dictionary. www.businessdictionary.com

/definition/logistics.html.

Logistics is the process of planning, implementing, and controlling procedures
for the efficient and effective transportation and storage of goods from the point of
origin to the point of consumption for the purpose of conforming the customer’s
requirements. The concept of logistics involves the integration of information,
transportation, inventory, warehousing, material handling and packaging.

Logistics is crucial in international trade. In order to manufacture a product,
different materials will be required which will be transported from the supplier to
the factory where they will be processed and result in a final product which will be,
at the same time, shipped somewhere else until it reaches the final consumer, the
last point of the distribution channel. All this process is what we call the supply
chain, a system of organizations, people, activities, information, and resources
involved in moving a product or service from supplier to customer. The supply
chain is actually a complex and dynamic supply and demand network.

3.1 The modes of transport in logistics

The choice of one or more means of transport depends upon the quantity of
product to be shipped, the type of product, the distance between the source and
the destination, the price, etc. Transportation may take place via air, water, rail,
road, pipelines or cables.

Haulage is the business of transporting the goods by road or rail. Road transporta-
tion is done through lorries or trucks, and it plays a major role in handling cargo.
It is cost effective and ideal for short distances and for transporting perishables.
Trucks have different capacities and they can reach small towns which do not have
railway stations. On the other hand, through rail freight transport, a larger volume
of cargo can be handled in a short period of time. It is energy and cost effective and
very reliable. It has the downside of lack of flexibility, being subject to rail freight
operators timetable. Moreover, suppliers and customers are not always located
near a rail freight depot, which is a limitation in final destinations.

Waterways is the cheapest means of transportation, large volume of world trade is
done through ships. It is used by businesses for the delivery of goods from distant

Merchandise

Merchandise are goods that are
sold and bougth in trade. When
merchandise is being moved or
shipped, it may be called
“freight” or “cargo”.

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/logistics.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/logistics.html
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suppliers. It is ideal for transporting heavy and bulky goods, suitable for products
with long lead time. Unlike the road transport, when you can contact the driver
at any time, ships are difficult to monitor, so you do not know the exact location
of the goods in transit. Additionally, bad weather can put the cargo at risk. While
sea transportation is the cheapest, airways is the most costly, though the fastest. It
is normally used for valuable goods having less volume.

Many transport companies provide scheduled delivery days. Goods can be packed
or grouped in box vans or in containers which are also used for sea transportation.

Merchandise being transported internationally is usually subject to the Incoterms
standards issued by the International Chamber of Commerce.

Taula 3.1. Vocabulary

Airway (n): ruta aèrea Handle (v): gestionar, enarregar-se de

Box van (n): camioneta, furgoneta Haulage (n): transport de mercaderies

Bulky (adj): gran, voluminós Incoterm (n): incoterm

Business (n): negoci, empresa Lead time (n): temps d’elaboració

Cargo (n): càrrega Lorry (n): camió

Container (n): contenidor Perishable (adj): perible, que es fa malbé

Cost effective (adj): rentable Rail (n): ferrocarril

Customer (n): client Rail freight depot (n): terminal de càrrega (en una
estació)

Delivery (n): lliurament, enviament, entrega Rail freight transport (n): transport de mercaderies
per ferrocarril

Downside (n): inconvenient Reliable (adj): fiable

Energy efficient (adj): eficient en l’ús d’energia Ship (v): enviar, trametre

Freight (n): càrrega Supplier (n): proveïdor, venedor

Freight operator (n): empresa de transport de
mercaderies

Truck (n): camió

Goods (pl n): productes, béns Waterway (n): ruta marítima

3.2 Packaging logistics

Packaging is a vital component of export success. The basic functions of
packaging are the protection and the identification. Products need to be preserved
and protected in order to reach their destination in perfect condition. On the other
hand, packaging has the functions of promotion of the product, creation of a public
image, communication and product differenciation.

Packaging has been classified into primary, secondary and terciary. The primary
packaging is the material that first envelops the product and holds it, it is in direct
contact with the contents. For food and beverage packaging we may use tin
cans, coffee capsules, milk cartons, aluminium foil containers, cardboard pizza
boxes, resaleable plastic zipper bags, woven packaging bags, disposable paper
cups, flexible or rigid packets, etc.
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Secondary packaging is outside the primary packaging, perhaps used to group
primary packages together and with information to the consumer about the product.
It could be a carton box, a shipping box, a cardboard box for wine, a bubble
envelope, etc.

Tertiary packaging is used for bulk handling warehouse storage and transport
shipping. It is used to group secondary packaging together and prevent damage to
the products. The normal form is a unit load that packs tightly into containers. It
carries information about the product, such as the fragility, etc. Examples of this
category are pallets, wooden crates, shrink wrap, etc.

Once the products have been properly packaged and sealed, they are ready for
transport. The most common system used is the containers. Containerization is a
system of intermodal freight transport using standard shipping containers that can
be loaded with cargo, sealed and placed onto container ships, railroad cars, and
trucks.

Containerization has revolutionized cargo shipping and the role of stevedoring
companies. Originally, immediately as the vessel entered a harbour to load or
unload the cargo from there, dockers or longshoremen would handle the goods as
soon as the vessel was in the dock. Nowadays, stevedoring companies and their
skilled personnel operate a selection of expensive and sophisticated cargo handling
equipment in ports and terminals around the world. They use huge container
cranes and ground handling equipment, such as straddle carriers or low loaders.

G&A is a logistics company based in Liverpool. They store and ship products
from and to any point in the world. Mr Gary Clerk works for G&A. Let’s see what
he tells us about his job:

“My name’s Gary Clerk. I’m from Los Angeles, in USA, but I moved to Liverpool
two years ago because I got married to my wife, Helen. I work in the company
warehouse. Here we select the products that will be shipped according to the
orders received. There is a pick line for every product. We use scan guns to scan
the products we pick, put them on pallets and then move the pallets back and forth.
Then, we take them outside the pick line where the forklift is used to move them
to the replenishment area. Once there, we wrap each pallet and make sure that
it’s properly secured. There is a separation between each pick line so that we can
visually inspect any discrepancies that we may have with the pallets waiting to be
picked.

The job is tough, but I still love it. I was doing something similar back in the
US, but the relationship with my new colleagues is different. Even though we all
speak the same language, there are a lot of cultural differences between America
and Britain. My American colleagues were not so formal, but bit by bit I’m trying
to cope, and I know I’ll get on well with them.”

Taula 3.2. Vocabulary

Aluminium foil (n): paper d’alumini Milk carton (n): cartró de llet, tetrabrik

Beverage (n): beguda Pack (v): empaquetar

Bubble envelope (n): sobre de bombolles Package (v): embalar
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Bulk handling (n): transport de materials industrials Packaging (v): embalatge

Cardboard box (n): capsa de cartró Packet (n): paquet

Cargo shipping (n): transport de mercaderies Pallet (n): palet

Carton box (n): envàs de cartró Paper cup (n): got de paper

Coffee capsule (n): càpsula de cafè Railroad car (n): vagó de tren

Container (n): contenidor Resaleable (adj): revendible, que es pot tornar a
vendre

Container ship (n): vaixell de càrrega Seal (v): segellar

Containerization (n): contenidorització Shipping box (n): caixa de transport

Contents (pl n): contingut Shrink wrap (n): film transparent

Crane (n): grua Stevedoring company (n): empresa d’estiba

Damage (n): desperfecte Storage (n): emmagatzematge

Disposable (adj): d’un sol ús, rebutjable Straddle carrier (n): carretó pòrtic

Dock (n): moll, dàrsena Tin can (n): llauna

Docker (n): estibador Transport shipping (n): transport marítim

Envelop (v): envolta, embolica Truck (n): camió

Export (n): exportació Unit load (n): unitat de càrrega

Food (n): menjar Unload (v): descarregar

Harbour (n): port Vessel (n): embarcació, vaixell

Hold (v): contenir Warehouse (n): magatzem

Intermodal freight transport (n): transport de
mercaderies intermodal

Wooden crate (n): caixa de fusta

Load (v): carregar Woven packaging bag (n): bossa de tela

Longshoreman (n): estibador Zipper bag (n): bossa amb cremallera

Low loader (n): semitràiler

3.3 Language in use

Late payments are a common occurrence in business. In order to get invoices
paid on time, the vendor should establish payment terms in the contract, and send
invoices out promptly. Even so, your customer might fail to settle the debt on
time. In this case, it is advisable to send a letter to let the customer know that you
are aware that there is an outstanding payment. In the first reminder requesting
payment you should be polite as the customer may have a good reason for not
paying on time.

Typically a bill is past due if the
borrower is 30 days past the payment
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3.3.1 Payment reminder letter

The following are some useful phrases used in late payment reminders:

• This is a friendly payment reminder, as your account with us now appears
as past due.

• I am writing to you regarding the above invoice, dated...

• This invoice is still outstanding.

• We would like to bring the following invoice ## to your immediate attention.

• According to our records, we have not yet received your remittance.

• As you know, our payment terms are 30 days from the issue date of the
invoice.

• This matter requires your immediate attention.

• Please remit payment as soon as possible.

• Despite sending you several reminders, we have received no response from
you about your seriously past due account.

• I am prepared to give you a final opportunity to settle your account.

• We feel there is no recourse but to put your account in the hands of our
collection agency.

• Thank you very much for your attention to this matter and your continued
business.

In the letter below, the managing director of Glossy Ltd. writes a request for
payment to Mr Smith, from the company Unicorn Ltd.

Example of request for payment

23 February 2017

Unicorn Ltd.

24 Kenyon way

SW1452 Salford

United Kingdom

Dear Mr Smith,

In our letter of 5 January it was agreed that you would settle the outstanding balance of
AC150,000 on account 2100 25654428 55 2554 on 17 January. This agreement was based
on the understanding that failure to comply would result in our legal representatives taking
over the matter.

Unfortunately, settlement was not made on 17 January. If we have not received your
remittance by 12 March, we will instruct our legal representatives to take immediate action
to recover the debt.
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Yours sincerely,

Henry Lovecraft

Manager Director

Glossy Ltd.

Taula 3.3. Vocabulary

Account (n): compte Past due (v): vençut

Collection agency (n): agència d’impagaments Payment terms (n): terminis de pagament

Customer (n): client Records (n): arxius

Failure to comply (n): incompliment Recover the debt (v): recuperar el deute

Invoice (n): factura Reminder (n): recordatori

Issue date (n): data d’emissió Remittance (n): remesa

Late payments (n): morositat Settle your account (v): liquidar el seu compte

Managing director (n): director general Settlement (n): liquidació

Outstanding balance (n): saldo pendent Take over the matter (v): fer-se càrrec de la qüestió

Outstanding payment (n): pagament pendent Vendor (n): venedor
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Communication: language issues

In all the communicative situations, accuracy is very important, but it is especially
so in the working environment, where misunderstandings can have negative
consequences for the company and for yourself. For this reason, it is necessary
to be careful with the use of language in order to express your message as clearly
as possible.

To avoid misunderstandings in your international relationships, you should consi-
der such aspects as for example the cultural differences with other countries, the
use of the formal or informal style, the use of false friends and phrasal verbs, or
the correct pronunciation of certain words which are only distinguished by their
stress.

Words as verbs and nouns
In English, it is common to find the same word functioning as a noun and as a verb.
Very often, these words have the same spelling and pronunciation, so the only way
of distinguishing the meaning is from the context. Some examples of these are:

• Noun: love (Cat. amor); verb: love (Cat. estimar)

• Noun: water (Cat. aigua); verb: water (Cat. regar)

• Noun: walk (Cat. passeig); verb: walk (Cat. passejar, caminar)

• Noun: drive (Cat. trajecte en cotxe); verb: drive (Cat. conduir)

• Noun: fall (Cat. caiguda); verb: fall (Cat. caure)

• Noun: mistake (Cat. error); verb: mistake (Cat. confondre)

Sometimes, the words have the same spelling, but they are stressed in different
syllables, as in the following examples (stressed syllables in bold type):

• Noun: increase (Cat. augment); verb: increase (Cat. augmentar)

• Noun: decrease (Cat. descens); verb: decrease (Cat. descendre,baixar)

• Noun: import (Cat. importació); verb: import (Cat. importar)

• Noun: export (Cat. exportació); verb: export (Cat. exportar)

• Noun: discount (Cat. descompte, rebaixa); verb: discount (Cat.descomptar,
rebaixar)

• Noun: refund (Cat. devolució); verb: refund (Cat. tornar, fer una
devolució)

• Noun: insult (Cat. insult); verb: insult (Cat. insultar)

• Noun: protest (Cat. protesta); verb: protest (Cat. protestar)

• Noun: update (Cat. actualització); verb: update (Cat. actualitzar)
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See the annex called “List
of false friends” for the

most common false
friends in Catalan and

Spanish.

• Noun: misprint (Cat. error tipogràfic); verb: misprint (Cat. cometre una
errada tipogràfica)

• Noun: survey (Cat. enquesta) verb: survey (Cat. enquestar, fer una
enquesta)

• Noun: detail (Cat. detall); verb: detail (Cat. detallar, donar detalls)

• Noun: upset (Cat. trasbals); verb: upset (Cat. trasbalsar)

Some other words have the same spelling and different syllable stress, but also
different meanings as a noun and as a verb. Some examples of these words are:

• Noun: contract (Cat. contracte); verb: contract (Cat. contraure’s)

• Noun: conduct (Cat. conducta, actitud); verb: conduct (Cat. dirigir, portar
a terme, realitzar)

• Noun: object (Cat. objecte); verb: object (Cat. objectar, posar objeccions)

• Noun: subject (Cat. assignatura, tema, subjecte [gramatical]); subject (Cat.
sotmetre)

• Noun: present (Cat. regal); verb: present (Cat. presentar)

• Noun: desert (Cat. desert); verb: desert (Cat. desertar, abandonar)

False friends
Many English words, especially those in the fields of business, commerce, science
and technology, have a Greek or Latin origin, so they can be easily recognized by
a Spanish or Catalan speaker. For example, you do not probably need a dictionary
to understand the meaning of words like information, university, computer, reality,
family, television, history, and many others.

However, there are some words that look similar in the two languages, but they
do not have the same meaning. These words are called false friends because they
apparently have one meaning, but they actually have a different one.

There are not many English false friends, but they are very frequently used, so it
is very important to know their meanings and be careful to use the correct word
to avoid misunderstandings.

The table below shows a list of some common false friends.

Taula 3.4. English false friends

English word Catalan translation Similar Catalan word English translation

actually de fet actualment currently, now

approve acceptar, aprovar aprovar (un examen) pass

assist ajudar, atendre assistir a attend, go to

conductor director d’orquesta conductor driver

disgust fàstic disgust upset (adj.)
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Taula 3.4 (continuació)

English word Catalan translation Similar Catalan word English translation

exit sortida èxit success

fabric teixit fàbrica factory

lecture conferència, xerrada lectura reading

library biblioteca llibreria bookshop, bookstore

motorist automobilista motorista motor cyclist

preservative conservant preservatiu condom

sensible sensat, amb seny sensible sensitive

Phrasal verbs
In English, we often use verbs accompanied by a small word called adverb particle,
which gives a special meaning to the verb. This meaning is different from the
separate meanings of the verb and the particle.

The verbal units composed of verb + adverb particle are called phrasal verbs.
Phrasal verbs are more common in the oral and informal language than in the
written, formal language.

Here are some widely-used phrasal verbs (with their meanings in Catalan):

• get up (Cat. llevar-se)

• wake up (Cat. despertar-se)

• break down (Cat. avariar-se, espatllar-se)

• look out (Cat. vigilar, anar amb compte)

• turn on (Cat. engegar, posar en marxa, encendre [un llum])

• turn off (Cat. apagar [un llum, un aparell])

• fill in (Cat. omplir [un formulari])

• take off (Cat. enlairar-se [un avió], treure’s [una peça de roba])

• turn up (Cat. presentar-se, aparèixer [en un lloc])

• blow up (Cat. esclatar, explotar)

• throw away (Cat. tirar, llançar)

• come back (Cat. tornar, retornar [d’un lloc])

• put off (Cat. posposar, retardar)

• find out (Cat. descobrir, trobar)

Sometimes, the phrasal verb has an object. In this case, there are two possible
positions for the object:

See the annex “List of
phrasal verbs” for a list of
the the most common
phrasal verbs in English. It
includes a translation of
the verbs into Catalan.
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• Don’t forget to turn off the lights / Don’t forget to turn the lights off (Cat.
No t’oblidis d’apagar els llums).

• Can you fill in this form please? / Can you fill this form in please? (Cat. Pot
omplir aquest formulari, si us plau?).

• I think I’ll throw away these old magazines / I think I’ll throw these old
magazines away (Cat. Em sembla que llançaré aquestes revistes velles).

But if the object is a pronoun, it is always placed between the verb and the particle.
Examples:

• Don’t forget to turn them off (Cat. No t’oblidis d’apagar-les).

• Can you fill it in please? (Cat. Pot omplir-lo, si us plau?).

• I think I’ll throw them away (Cat. Em sembla que les llançaré).

Some phrasal verbs can also add a preposition, as for example:

• look forward to (Cat. esperar amb il·lusió)

• keep up with (Cat. mantenir-se a l’alçada de, mantenir el ritme de)

• cut down on (Cat. reduir [una activitat])

• put up with (Cat. tolerar, suportar, aguantar [una persona o situació])
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Prepositional verbs and verbs + prepositional phrase
We should not confuse the phrasal verbs with the prepositional verbs. The
prepositional verbs are those that have a preposition before the object. For
example:

• look at (Cat. mirar): he looked at me.

• listen to (Cat. escoltar): I’ll listen to the radio.

• belong to (Cat. pertànyer a): this desk belongs to Mrs Smith.

• apply to (somebody) (Cat. demanar a [algú]): I’ll apply to the
manager.

• apply for (something) (Cat sol·licitar [una cosa]): I applied for a job.

• speak with (Cat. parlar amb): you should speak with your boss.

• consist of (Cat. estar compost de): the presentation consists of two
parts

It is also very common to use a verb indicating movement (like go, walk, run,
drive, fly, swim) with a prepositional phrase. For example:

• Walk along the street (Cat. Ves [camina] pel carrer).

• I drove through the city in only ten minutes (Cat. Vaig conduir d’una
punta a l’altra de la ciutat en només deu minuts).

• Please don’t go up those stairs (Cat. Si us plau, no pugis per aquella
escala).

• I swam across the lake (Cat. Vaig nedar d’una banda a l’altra del llac).

In these examples, the verb and the preposition retain their original meaning.

Prefixes and suffixes
A prefix refers to the element that is placed at the beginning of a word to modify
or adjust the meaning of that word, whereas the suffix is placed at the end of the
word. Both prefixes and suffixes form part of the word to which they are joined
and cannot be separated. Most of them are attached to the word, as in “bilingual”,
but a few are separated from the word by a hyphen (-), as in “extra-curricular”.

The knowledge of the meaning of the most important prefixes and suffixes is
important because it makes it easier to guess the meaning of unknown words. For
example, if we know the meaning of the prefix “mis-” (wrongly) and we know
the meaning of the verb “understand” (Cat: entendre), we can easily guess the
meaning of “misunderstand” (Cat: entendre malament), and this even though it is
the first time that we see that word.

Prefixes and suffixes can be added to nouns, adjectives and verbs to express a new
idea. Suffixes are basically used to change the part of speech of a word, that is, to
turn adjectives into nouns, nouns into adjectives, etc.
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You can create words by adding the appropriate prefixes or suffixes. For example,
you can add the suffix -like to a noun (like in childlike) to form a new adjective:
teacher-like (Cat. que es comporta com un professor), animal-like (Cat. que és
o es comporta com un animal), etc. In these cases, the suffix is separated from
the word by a hyphen (-) because the new word has not been incorporated into the
language.

Prefixes
The majority of prefixes are the same and have the same meaning as in Catalan
and Spanish. For example: anti-, auto-, cyber-, extra-, hyper-, inter-, kilo-, micro-,
mini-, mono-, multi-, neo-, photo-, post-, pre-, semi-, sub-, super-, tele-, trans-,
vice-, etc.

However, there are some others that have a different origin and are not so easy to
understand. The table below shows some common English prefixes:

Taula 3.5. Prefixes

Prefix Added to... Usual meaning Examples

de- verbs reversing action deregulate

dis- adjectives, nouns, verbs not, opposite disloyal, disorder,
discover

en- adjectives, nouns make, put in enable, endanger

fore- nouns, verbs before foreground, foretell

ill- past particples badly ill-used

mid- nouns in the middle of mid-90, mid-century,
mid-way

mis- nouns, verbs wrongly misuse, misunderstand,
mispelling

out- nouns, verbs be more than outcast, outrun,
outnumber

over- nouns, verbs too much over-confident,
overheat, oversize

un- adjectives, verbs opposite, not unimportant, undress

Suffixes
The tables below show a list of common English suffixes and their meanings:

Taula 3.6. Suffixes that form nouns

Suffix Added to... Meaning Examples

-ee verbs object of the verb employee, interviewee

-er/-or verbs person/thing that does
the action of the verb

manager, director

-ess nouns female actress, waitress,
lioness

-ful nouns quantity contained in handful, spoonful

-ship nouns quality of friendship, relationship
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Taula 3.7. Suffixes that form adjectives

Suffix Added to... Meaning Examples

-able verbs that can be done manageable,
understandable

-ful nouns full of useful, careful

-ish adjectives, nouns tending to, similar to bluish, childish

-less nouns without homeless, armless

-like nouns like, behaving like childlike, homelike

-ous nouns having numerous, vicious

-ly adjectives in that manner quietly, quickly

-wards prepositions of place,
nouns

in that direction backwards, homewards

Adjectives in -ed and adjectives in -ing
The suffixes -ed and -ing are added to verbs in order to form adjectives. These
adjectives are easily confused because they have similar meanings, but there is a
difference:

• The adjectives ending in -ed refer to a temporary state. These adjectives
form the past participle of the corresponding verbs. For example: interested,
terrified, embarrassed, fascinated.

• The adjectives ending in -ing refer to a permanent characteristic. For
example: interesting, terrifying, embarrassing, fascinating .

The table below shows some common adjectives in -ed and -ing:

Taula 3.8. Adjectives ending in -ed and adjectives ending in -ing

-ed -ing Meanings

amazed amazing sorprès- sorprenent

amused amusing divertit - divertit

annoyed annoying molest - molest

astonished astonishing sorprès - sorprenent

confused confusing confós - confós

depressed depressing deprimit - depriment

disgusted disgusting fastiguejat - fastigós

embarrassed embarrassing avergonyit - que fa vergonya

excited exciting emocionat - emocionant

exhausted exhausting esgotat - esgotador

fascinated fascinating fascinat - fascinant

frightened frightening espantat - espantós

horrified horrifying horroritzat - horrorós

interested interesting interessat - interessant
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’Ser i estar’

In Catalan and Spanish, there is a
different verb for each adjective:

Cat. ser interessant and estar
interessat.

In English, however, there is only
one verb (be), so the ending is
the only way of distinguishing
the meanings of the adjectives.

Taula 3.8 (continuació)

-ed -ing Meanings

satisfied satisfying satisfet - satisfactori

shocked shocking sorprès - sorprenent

terrified terrifying aterroritzat - terrorífic

tired tiring cansat - cansat

worried worrying preocupat - preocupant

Here are some examples in their contexts:

• I met a very interesting person (Cat. Vaig conèixer una persona molt
interessant).

• I’m very interested in computering (Cat. Estic molt interessat en la
informàtica).

• The scene was terrifying (Cat. L’escena era terrorífica).

• I certainly was terrified by the scene (Cat. Vaig quedar certament horrorit-
zat per l’escena).

• I think the situation was embarrassing (Cat. Crec que la situació va ser
incòmoda).

• You’re right. I felt embarrassed, too (Cat. Tens raó. Jo també em vaig sentir
incòmode).

• I find social networks fascinating (Cat. Trobo les xarxes socials fascinants).

• I don’t. I’m not at all fascinated (Cat. Jo no. Jo no estic gens fascinat).

Easily confused words
As in all the languages, in English there are many words that can be easily confused
by language learners for several reasons. It might be because of minor differences
in spelling or similarity in their meanings, but in any case, they are often used
wrongly and can generate mistakes and create misunderstandings.

Here is a list of commonly used words which are often confused.

Advise / Advice:

There is a difference in spelling and in meaning.

• Advise (Cat. aconsellar) is a verb. For example: I advise you to be patient
(Cat. T’aconsello que tinguis paciència).

• Advice (Cat. consell) is a noun. For example: My only advice is that you
are patient (Cat. El meu únic consell és que tinguis paciència).
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Practise / Practice:

In British English, there is a difference in spelling and meaning between these two
words, as in advise/advice:

• Practise (Cat. practicar) is a verb. For example: You should practise English
more often (Cat Hauries de practicar l’anglès més sovint).

• Practice (Cat. pràctica) is a noun. For example: You need more practice
to improve your pronunciation (Cat. Et cal més pràctica per a millorar la
pronunciació).

In American English, there is only one spelling (Practice), but two meanings for
this word. Examples:

• Verb: You should practice English more often (Cat Hauries de practicar
l’anglès més sovint).

• Noun: You need more practice to improve your pronunciation (Cat. Et cal
més pràctica per a millorar la pronunciació).

Life / Live:

Apart from differences in spelling and meaning, there is also a clear difference in
pronunciation between these two words:

• Life (pronounced: /laıf/) (Cat. vida) is a noun: I lead a very healthy life
(Cat. Porto una vida molt saludable).

• Live (pronounced: /lıv/) (Cat. viure) is a verb: I live in Barcelona (Cat. Visc
a Barcelona).

A related word is the adjective alive (Cat. viu/va), which is the opposite of dead
(Cat. mort/a), as in: He’s still alive; I can notice his breathing (Cat. Encara és
viu; puc notar com respira).

Please notice that the plural form of life is lives (pronounced /laivz/). Do not
confuse with the third person singular of the present simple of the verb: he lives
(pronounced /livz/).

Price / Prize:

These two words are both nouns. There is a difference in spelling and meaning
and there is also a slight difference in pronunciation: price is pronounced /prais/
whereas prize is pronounced /praiz/.

• Price (Cat. preu): The price of this product has increased a lot (Cat. El
preu d’aquest producte ha pujat molt).

• Prize (Cat. premi): She won the first prize in a painting competition (Cat.
Va guanyar el primer premi en un concurs de pintura).

See the annex called
“English Phonetic
Symbols” to see a
description of the phonetic
signs.

http://www.wordreference.com/es/translation.asp?tranword=price
http://www.wordreference.com/es/translation.asp?tranword=prize
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Job / Work:

The meanings of these two words are very similar, but there is a grammatical
difference between them which provokes frequent mistakes in their use.

• Job (Cat. feina, lloc de treball) is a countable noun, which means that it
can be used in plural. For example: I’ve had many jobs in my life, but I am
currently unemployed (Cat. He tingut moltes feines a la meva vida, però ara
mateix estic a l’atur).

• Work (Cat. treball) is an uncountable noun, which means that it cannot be
used in plural. For example: I’ve got a lot of work at the weekend (Cat. Tinc
molta feina aquest cap de setmana).

Apart from a noun, work can also be a verb, as in: I work five days a week (Cat.
Treballo cinc dies a la setmana).

Trip / Travel:

There is a little difference in meaning between these two nouns, but there is also
a grammatical difference.

• Travel (Cat. viatge) refers to the act of travelling. In this case, it is an
uncountable noun. For example: Nowadays air travel can be very cheap
(Cat. Avui en dia viatjar en avió pot ser molt barat).

• Trip (Cat. viatge, desplaçament) refers to the act of going from one place to
another. In this case, it is a countable noun. For example: I made a trip to
Paris last week (Cat. La setmana passada vaig fer un viatge a París).

Travel is very frequently used as a verb, as in: I must travel a lot in my job (Cat. A
la meva feina haig de viatjar molt).

Other related words are journey (Cat. viatge), which can be used as a synonym
of ‘trip’ and voyage (Cat. viatge, travessia), which refers to a trip by boat or
spacecraft.

Win / Earn / Gain:

Catalan and Spanish do not distinguish the meanings of these three verbs, so
mistakes in their use are very common among English learners.

• Win (Cat. guanyar) means 1) to be number one in a competition, as for
example in: Which team won the last World Cup? (Cat. Quin equip va
guanyar l’últim Mundial?) and 2)to receive money as a prize, as for example
in: He has won 5000AC in a single game of poker (Cat. Ha guanyat 5000AC
en una sola partida de póquer).

• Earn (Cat. guanyar) means to get something, usually money, in exchange
for your work, as in: He earns only 600 euros for a job as an administrative
assistant (Cat. Només guanya 660 euros per una feina d’administratiu).
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• Gain (Cat. guanyar) means to get or to increase, as for example in: He
gained a lot of confidence after talking to his boss (Cat: Va guanyar molta
confiança després de parlar amb el seu cap).

The word gain can also be a noun, which is commonly used in the financial world.
In this sense, it means Cat. guany, pujada, augment as in: There’s a gain of 3% in
the company’s shares (Cat. Hi ha una pujada del 3% en les accions de l’empresa).

Hope / Wait / Expect / Look forward to:

These four verbs have similar meanings, but they should be clearly distinguished
because they are used in different contexts.

• Hope (Cat. esperar, tenir l’esperança) has an emotional component and it
means that you want something to happen, as for example in: I hope you
find a job soon (Cat. Espero que trobis una feina ben aviat).

• Wait (Cat. esperar) means to let time pass because something will happen,
as in: I am waiting for my flight (Cat. Estic esperant el meu vol).

• Expect (Cat. esperar) means that you know that something will happen
because it is probable or reasonable, as for example: We’re expecting the
CEO to arrive any moment now (Cat. Estem esperant que arribi el Director
General en qualsevol moment).

• Look forward to (Cat. esperar, desitjar) combines the meanings of the other
three verbs. It means that you think with pleasure about something that will
happen in the future, as in I’m looking forward to retiring next year (Cat.
Espero jubilar-me l’any que ve). This verb is also very much used in formal
letters as a closing phrase: I look forward to hearing from you as soon as
possible (Cat. Espero tenir notícies seves el més aviat possible).

Spend / Waste:

These are two verbs with different meanings, but they are often confused. Basi-
cally, you can spend/waste money and you can spend/waste time. Here are the
differences:

• Spend (money) (Cat. gastar). For example: We spend a lot of money at
Christmas (Cat. Pel Nadal ens gastem molts diners).

• Waste (money) (Cat. malgastar). For example: The company has wasted
a lot of money in doubtful investments (Cat. L’empresa ha malgastat molts
diners en inversions dubtoses).

• Spend (time) (Cat. passar). For example: I will spend the whole weekend
trying to understand this report (Cat. Em passaré tot el cap de setmana
intentant entendre aquest informe).

• Waste (time (Cat. perdre, malgastar). For example: Don’t waste your time
with this! Go back to work! (Cat. No perdis el temps amb això! Torna a la
feina!).
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The term waste (Cat. pèrdua de temps) can also be a noun, as in: This is a total
waste of time (Cat. Això és una pèrdua total de temps!). Another meaning of the
noun waste is that of ‘garbagge’, ‘rubbish’ (Cat. desperdicis):

Economic / Economical / Economy / Economics:

The words economic and economical are adjectives whereas economy and econo-
mics are nouns. Here are the differences between them:

• Economic (Cat. econòmic/a) refers to things related to the organization of
money and trade in a country. For example: The economic situation is
worse than we thought (Cat. La situació econòmica és pitjor del que ens
pensàvem).

• Economical (Cat. econòmic/a, barat/a) is the same as ‘cheap’, as in: We
stayed at a very economical hotel (Cat. Ens vam allotjar a un hotel molt
econòmic).

• Economy (Cat. economia) is the system by which the money, the trade and
the industry of a country are organized, as for example: The economy of
some countries has suffered a recession (L’economia d’alguns països ha
patit una recessió):

• Economics (Cat. economia) refers to the studies and the science, as in this
example: She studied economics (Cat. Va estudiar economia).

Customer / Client:

Both nouns have similar meanings, but there is a difference:

• Customer (Cat. client) is a person that buys a product. For example: The
shop was full of customers (Cat. La botiga estava plena de clients).

• Client (Cat. client) is a person who receives a service from a professional.
For example: I was a client of that lawyer’s office (Cat. Jo era client
d’aquesta firma d’advocats).

Brand / Make / Trademark / Logo:

These four nouns are very common in the field of commerce and they should not
be confused. Here is the difference between them:

• Brand (Cat. marca) refers to the names of essential consumer products
which you can buy in shops. For example: Which is your favourite brand
of coffee? (Cat. Quina és la teva marca de cafè favoirita?).

• Make (Cat. marca) refers to the names of long-lasting products such as
machines or cars. For example: Toyota is a make of car (Cat. Toyota és una
marca de cotxe).
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• Trademark (Cat. marca registrada) is the name or the symbol used by
manufacturers to distinguish their products from other products. For
example: We registered our trademark at the patents office (Cat. Vam
registrar la nostra marca a l’oficina de patents).

• Logo (Cat. logotip, logo) is the symbol used by a company to identify a
product or trademark. For example: The logo of Mercedes is the three-
pointed star (Cat. El logo de Mercedes és l’estrella de tres puntes).

Do not use the term mark in sentences like: Which is your favourite mark of
coffee?.

Grammar reference: the past tenses (II)

Apart from speaking about the past in terms of duration of the action, we can also
indicate whether the action took place in an indeterminate moment, whether it has
recently finished or whether it is still continuing in the present. To express all this,
we can use the perfect tenses.

The present perfect simple
The present perfect simple is a compound tense. The structure is the following:

• HAVE/HAS + PAST PARTICIPLE

The past participle
The past participle (Cat. participi) is an invariable form of the verb. It is
mostly used to form the present tenses and the passive voice. In English, the
past participle is formed:

• in regular verbs, by adding -ed to the verb: worked, played, visited...

• in irregular verbs, with a different word: go > gone, be been, buy >
bought ...

Conjugation of the present perfect simple:

The table taula 3.14 shows the conjugation of the present perfect of the regular
verb work.

Taula 3.9. Conjugation of the present perfect simple (regular verb: work)

Affirmative Negative
Long form Short form

Interrogative

I have worked have not worked haven’t worked have I worked...?

you have worked have not worked haven’t worked have you
worked...?

he, she, it has worked has not worked hasn’t worked has he worked...?

See the annex “List of
irregular verbs” for a list of
the irregular past
participle forms of the
most common verbs.
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Taula 3.9 (continuació)

Affirmative Negative
Long form Short form

Interrogative

we have worked have not worked haven’t worked have we
worked...?

you have worked have not worked haven’t worked have you
worked...?

they have worked have not worked haven’t worked have they
worked...?

Here is the conjugation of the irregular verb go (tab.45):

Taula 3.10. Conjugation of the present perfect simple (irregular verb: go)

Affirmative Negative
Long form Short form

Interrogative

I have gone have not gone haven’t gone have I gone...?

you have gone have not gone haven’t gone have you gone...?

he, she, it has gone has not gone hasn’t gone has he gone...?

we have gone have not gone haven’t gone have we gone...?

you have gone have not gone haven’t gone have you gone...?

they have gone have not gone haven’t gone have they gone...?

Notes:

• In the perfect tenses, we must conjugate the auxiliary verb have, which
has two forms: have and has. These forms must agree with the subject.

• In the negative form, we add not to the auxiliary verb and in the
interrogative form, we must change the word order (V+S).

• Remember that the past participle (worked, gone) is an invariable
form.

Use of the present perfect simple:

The present perfect simple is used to express:

1) An action that started in the past, but it is not finished yet (usually with the
prepositions for or since).

• I have worked in this company for 23 years. (Cat: Fa 23 anys que treballo
a aquesta empresa / Porto 23 anys treballant a aquesta empresa).

• They have studied English since they were ten. (Cat: Estudien anglès des
que tenien deu anys / Porten estudiant anglès des dels deu anys).

2) A recently finished action whose consequence is still felt in the present.

• It’s wet because it has rained all night. (Cat: Està mullat perquè ha plogut
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tota la nit).

• She is tired because she has worked a lot. (Cat: Està cansada perquè ha
treballat molt).

3) A finished action in the past, but within a period of time which is not finished
yet.

• Have you done anything special today? (Cat: Has fet alguna cosa especial
avui?).

• We haven’t seen Mike this week. (Cat: Aquesta setmana no hem vist a
Mike).

4) A finished action in an indeterminate past (we say what happened, but not when
it happened).

• I have just arrived. (Cat: Acabo d’arribar)

• They haven’t gone home yet. (Cat: Encara no han anat a casa)

• The classes have started. (Cat: Les classes han començat)

The prepositions for and since
The prepositions for and since are both used to express the period of time
that has passed from the beginning of the action until the present, but they
have different meanings:

• For is used with a period of time (23 years, ten days, six hours, etc.)

• Since is used with a specific moment in the past that marks the starting
point of an action (yesterday, last Monday, three o’clock, etc.)

In Catalan and Spanish, we must express these ideas with a totally different
sentence structure. Compare the sentences:

• Eng: I have known Mike for ten years - Cat: Fa deu anys que conec al
Mike.

• Eng: I have known Mike since 1995 - Cat: Conec al Mike des de l’any
1995.

Time adverbials:

There are some adverbials of time which are often used with the present perfect
simple. For example:

• Today (Cat. avui): he has arrived today.

• This week, this month,...: (Cat. aquesta setmana, aquest mes,...): I have
been ill this week.
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• Never (Cat. mai): I have never been to Japan.

• Just (Cat. -): I have just met Mr Smith.

• Already (Cat. ja): I have already finished the report.

• Ever (in questions)(Cat. alguna vegada): have you ever been in England?

• Yet (in questions) (Cat. ja): have you finished yet?

• Yet (in negative sentences) (Cat. encara no): I haven’t finished yet.

The adverb just
The adverb just indicates that the action has finished very recently. In Catalan
and Spanish, we must use the expression: acabar de.... For example:

• Eng. I have just met Mr Smith - Cat. Acabo de conèixer al Sr Smith;
Sp. Acabo de conocer al Sr Smith.

The present perfect continuous
The present perfect continuous is a compound verb tense which combines the
perfect forms with the continuous forms. The structure is:

• HAVE/HAS + BEEN + GERUND (-ING)

Conjugation of the present perfect continuous

The table taula 3.11 shows the forms of the present perfect continuous of the verb
work.

Taula 3.11. Conjugation of the present perfect continuous (work)

Affirmative Negative
Long form Short form

Interrogative

I have been working have not been
working

haven’t been
working

have I been
working...?

you have been working have not been
working

haven’t been
working

have you been
working...?

he, she, it has been working has not been
working

hasn’t been
working

has he been
working...?

we have been working have not been
working

haven’t been
working

have we been
working...?

you have been working have not been
working

haven’t been
working

have you been
working...?

they have been working have not been
working

haven’t been
working

have they been
working...?
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Notes:

• As in the present perfect simple, we conjugate the auxiliary verb have
in present (have/has).

• The invariable form been is the irregular past participle of the auxiliary
verb be.

• We also add the invariable form working, which is used to form the
continuous tenses.

Use of the present perfect continuous:

1) An action that started in the past, but it is not finished yet (usually with the
prepositions for or since).

• We have been working in this company for more than 20 years. (Cat. Portem
treballant en aquesta empresa des de fa més de 20 anys).

• They have been waiting in the hall since ten o’clock. (Cat: Porten esperant
al vestíbul des de les deu).

2) A recently finished action whose consequence is still felt in the present.

• The office is a mess because we have been celebrating Mr Smith’s retirement
- Cat. L’oficina està feta un desastre perquè hem estat celebrant la jubilació
del Sr Smith.

• I’m very sleepy. I have been working all night - Cat. Tinc molta son. He
estat treballant tota la nit.

3) A finished action in the past, but within a period of time which is not finished
yet.

• What have you been doing today? - Cat. Què has estat fent avui?

• I’ve been updating the information - Cat. He estat actualitzant la informa-
ció.

Present perfect simple vs present perfect continuous
The two tenses are used very much in the same way, but we use the present
perfect continuous when we want to emphasize the duration of the action.
Compare these two sentences:

• Present simple: I have worked since 6 in the morning (Cat. Estic
treballant des de les 6 del matí). We state the fact.

• Present continuous: I have been working since 6 in the morning (Cat.
Porto treballant sense parar des de les 6 del matí). We emphasize the
idea that we have not stopped working.
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The past perfect simple
The structure of the past perfect simple is the following:

• HAD + PAST PARTICIPLE

Conjugation of the past perfect simple:

The table taula 3.12 shows the conjugation of the regular verb work in the past
perfect simple.

Taula 3.12. Conjugation of the past perfect simple of regular verbs (work)

Affirmative Negative
Long form Short form

Interrogative

I had worked had not worked hadn’t worked had I worked...?

you had worked had not worked hadn’t worked had you worked...?

he, she, it had worked had not worked hadn’t worked had he worked...?

we had worked had not worked hadn’t worked had we worked...?

you had worked had not worked hadn’t worked had you worked...?

they had worked had not worked hadn’t worked had they
worked...?

The table taula 3.13 shows the conjugation of the irregular verb go in the past
perfect simple:

Taula 3.13. Conjugation of the past perfect simple of irregular verbs (go)

Affirmative Negative
Long form Short form

Interrogative

I had gone had not gone hadn’t gone had I gone...?

you had gone had not gone hadn’t gone had you gone...?

he, she, it had gone had not gone hadn’t gone had he gone...?

we had gone had not gone hadn’t gone had we gone...?

you had gone had not gone hadn’t gone had you gone...?

they had gone had not gone hadn’t gone had they gone...?

Note:

• In the past perfect, we conjugate the auxiliary verb have in the past
tense, which only has one form for all persons (had).

Use of the past perfect simple:

The past perfect simple is used to express an action that took place before a specific
moment in the past:

• When he retired in 1980, he had worked for 40 years. (Cat. Quan es va
jubilar al 1980, havia treballat durant 40 anys).
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• I had never seen Andrew before he came here. (Cat. No havia vist mai a
Andrew abans que vingués aquí).

• In 1987, I had already finished my studies. (Cat. A l’any 1987 ja havia
acabat els estudis).

The past perfect continuous
The past perfect continuous combines the perfect and the continuous forms. The
structure of this verb tense is:

• HAD + BEEN + GERUND (-ING)

Conjugation of the past perfect continuous:

The table taula 3.14 shows the conjugation of the verb work in the past perfect
continuous:

Taula 3.14. Conjugation of the past perfect continuous (work)

Affirmative Negative
Long form Short form

Interrogative

I had been working had not been
working

hadn’t been
working

had I been
working...?

you had been working had not been
working

hadn’t been
working

had you been
working...?

he, she, it had been working had not been
working

hadn’t been
working

had he been
working...?

we had been working had not been
working

hadn’t been
working

had we been
working...?

you had been working had not been
working

hadn’t been
working

had you been
working...?

they had been working had not been
working

hadn’t been
working

had they been
working...?

Use of the past perfect continuous:

The past perfect continuous is used to express an action that took place before a
specific moment in the past:

• When he retired in 1980, he had been working for 40 years. (Cat. Quan es
va jubilar al 1980, havia estat treballant durant 40 anys).

• I had been living in a small flat before I moved to this house. (Cat. Havia
estat vivint en un pis petit abans de traslladar-me a aquesta casa).

• Had you been drinking before the accident last night? (Cat. Havies estat
bebent abans de l’accident d’ahir a la nit?).
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Past perfect simple vs Past perfect continuous
We use both tenses to express an action that took place before another action
in the past. The difference is that the past perfect simple emphasizes the
action and the past perfect continuous emphasizes the duration of the action.

Time adverbials:

Apart from the adverbials used to speak about the past (as for example yesterday,
last week, etc.), the past perfect tenses are often used with these time expressions:

• until then (Cat. fins aleshores): I had never seen him until then.

• before (he arrived) (Cat. abans d’arribar): I had been waiting for three
hours before he finally arrived.

• by then (Cat. aleshores): I called her immediately but she had already gone
by then.

The present perfect simple vs the past simple
The main difference between the past simple and the present perfect simple is in
the moment of the action:

• We use the past simple when we specify the moment of the action happened.

• We use the present perfect simple when we do not specify the moment of
the action.

Examples with the past simple (adverbials in italics):

• I went out before midnight (Cat. Vaig sortir abans de la mitjanit).

• I arrived at about 8 o’clock last night (Cat. Vaig arribar cap a les 8 ahir al
vespre).

• We met in 2009. (Cat. Ens vam conèixer el 2009).

• I saw him when I was going out (Cat. El vaig veure quan jo sortia).

Examples with the present perfect simple:

• I have been in Italy, and you? (Cat. Jo he estat a Itàlia, i tu?).

• We have never talked to her. (Cat. No hem parlat mai amb ella).

• Mr Smith has arrived. (Cat. El Sr Smith ha arribat).

• It has rained. (Cat. Ha plogut).

Now compare the use of both tenses in the following situation:
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• Have you ever been to Italy? - Yes, I have. I was there in 1987 (we use the
past simple because we say when).

• And you? - No, I have never been in Italy (we use the present perfect because
we do not say when).
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